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1. The present report traces the planning of
Operation "Veritable" from its inception during the autumn
of 1944 and describes the actual course of the fighting
through the Reichswald Forest in February 1945. Like earlier
preliminary reports, this one has no claim to be exhaustive;
it 1s merely an account to serve purpo~es of immediate reference
and to afford a basis for more detailed study later.
SUbsequent operations through the Hochwald to the Rhine
opposite Wesel will be the subject of a further report. For
obvious reasons the part played by Canadian formations is told
in somewhat greater detail than is the case with others.,

•
THE C.-IN-C.'S INTENTIONS, AUTUMN 1944

2. Field-Marshal Montgomery, C.-in-C. 21 Army Group,
had already begun to implement his further intentions for the
Army Group while the operations to open Antwerp were in
progress (Report No. 154 ). As he explained the situation
in retrospect,

I was bUsy considering re-grouping for the next major
battle which would precede the capture of the Ruhr.
I had hoped to launch an offensive some time in the
late autumn to clear the area between the Meuse and
the Rhine, but it was necessary first. to clean up the
considerable enemy forces which remained West of the
Meuse, particularly in the VenIa area. We were not
strong enough to do this and at t~e same time under
take a major thrust between the rivers.

These operations enabled us to economize forces by
basing the front on the Meuse obstacle, and ensured
a friendly western flank for the battle to follow.
The weather was often appalling, and the fighting took
place in difficult country against a very tenacious
enemy. But by early December the Second British Army
was lined up along the river Meuse as far South as
Maeseyck, whence the front crossed the river to the
area of. Geilenkirchen and joined the Ninth U.S. Army.

To facilitate the Second Army operations, I transferred
the responsibility for the Nijmegen bridgehead to the
Canadian Army on completion of the ScheIdt operations.

/This
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This re-grouping had a rurther objoct: the First
Canadian Army was roquired to plan the battle of tho
Rhineland which was to be launched from tho Nijmegen
area; the Second British Army was to plan the subse
quent assault across the Rhine.

o •
(Journal

,
Group in

of the Royal United service Institution,
o. 0, ov 45: 21st tllI'rtISh) Army

the CampaIgn In North-West Europo, 1944-45).

3. As General Crerar has written:

In view of the commitments about to be undertaken by
the Second British Army, complementary to the attack
intended by the 12th u.s. Army Group, and or tho
eXisting administrative restrictions, it did not
appear that First Canadian Army would prosently be
callod upon for any large-scala offensive operations.

In accordance with the instructions of the C.-in-C.,
however, tho possibilitios of such operations south
eastwards rrom the Nijmegen bridgchoad between the
Maas and tho Rhine, or alternativoly northwards
across the Neder Rijn towards Apeldoorn were being
examined and plans made to onable them to be mounted
at short notice, and vmen additional formations were
mado available.

(AEF 45/First Cdn Army/C/E: Gon Crerar's Despatch to
Minister of National Defenco, 51 Jan 45) .. ~

4. On 28 Nov General Crerar reportod to the C.-in-C.
that he had made a study of tho proposed operation between
the rivers (referring to it hy the codo-name lIValodiction"),
and that a general plan had been prepared. He intimated,
however, that he did not consider that it was practicablo to
initiate any such operation at that timo, pointing out that
it would now be more difficult and costly than under the
conditions which faced Lt-General Dompsey in the previous
October. "Weather, ground and communication conditions
and the organization of' enemy defcnces ll

, he said,l1have since
developed to our "disadvantage. II (W. D., G. O. c. -in-C., NoV 44).
The Field-Marshal proved to be much more immediately concerned,
however, about driving the enemy off the eastern end of the
lIisland" between Nijmegen and Arnhem. The drive southeast
was not then a pressing matter.

There is no intention (ho wrote) or launching this
operation now, and I have never expressed any wish
to do so. All I want you to do is to examine it
and put the planners on to thinking it out. It will
not be launched till the spring, i.e., March or later.

(Ibid., Montgomery to Crerar, 30 Nov 44).

CHANGE OF PLAN, DECEMBER'1944

5. In the following week there was a sudden chango
of plan dUO, possibly, to the fact that an onemy attack on
the sonsitive eastern end of tho "island" had been repUlsed,
and that a large part of this area was now eliminated as a
battle-field by enemy f'looding, whlchpreeluded any operations
northward acro,ss the Neder Rijn. At any rat e on 6 Dec 44
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the C.-in-C. arrived at General Crerar's Headquarters to
discuss operations for breaking through the strong enemy
positions southeast of Nijmegen which it had now been decided
should be undertaken at the beginning of the new year. The·
reasons for this decision are given by General Crerar 1n a
despatch to the Minister·of National Defence.

-It was now the considered conclusion of higher command
that the enemy be allowed no respite, but rather that
he must be denied the time to build up his defences
and the size and strength of his tactical and strategical
reserves. This meant that neither winter weather, nor
bad going-conditions, must be allowed to check our
offensive operations, no matter what the difficulties
and despite discomfort. Secondly! the selected objective
for such operations must be of a decisive character.
This pointed very definitely to the Ruhr. Thirdly,
our operations must be so designed as to force the enemy
to engage in mobile warfare in which he would be at a
disadvantage owing to the shortage of petrol, mechanical
transport and tanks. This requirement indicated the
suitability of the area lying between the Rhine and
the Meuse. The task required that we should break out
from our limited deployment area east of Nijmegen (which
was clear of the major water obstacles), and then·
driving south-east and south, with the Meuse on our
right and the Rhine on our left, to join up opposite
the Ruhr, with a northerly thrust by the 12th U.S. Army
Group then facing Cologne.

(AEF 45/First Cdn Army/C/E, 31 Jan 45).

In order that I might have ample forces at my disposal
it was agreed that the Headquarters of the 30th British
Corps, and Corps Troops, three additional British
infantry divisions, one armoured division, four independ
ent tank and armoured brigades and four army artillery
groups would come under my command. As the GeC
30th British Corps had previously studied this operation
in Oct and as, with a view to future regrouping I
was required to employ that Corps on my right, Lt
General Horrocks was to be given the responsibility of
launching the attack. Also, in order to avoid congestion
and compllcetions in the forward assembly area, the
3rd Canadian Infantry DiVision, then in position was to
be placed under Lt-General Horrocks for the first phase.
(1) .•• The C-in-C decided, furthdr, that all the resour
ces for air support available to the 21st Army Group,
including those of Bomber Command and the U.S. Army Air
Force, should be made available. General planning and,

/detailed
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) Another reason for the employment of 3 Cdn Inf Div

appears to have been an intimation from Lt-Gen Simonds
that to leave the Canadians out of so important, and
perhaps decisive, a battle would be a bitter disappoint
ment to the troops. "Gen Crerar saw Monty the following
day and as a result 3 Cdn Div was included in the 30 Corps
attacking divs." (AEF 45/2 Cdn Corps/KIF: Brig N.E.
Rodger's Personal Diary, 10-13 Dec 44).
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detailed studies thereafter proceeded with speed. The
Headquarters of the 30th British Corps came under my
command on 13 Dec and a considerable process of
regrouping was set in motion.

(Ibid.) •

THE OPERATION POSTPONED

6. By an ironical coincidence, however on the day
when the Field-Marshal issued a formal directIve on the lines
already indicated verbally to his Army Commanders, von Rund
stedt opened his great counter-offensive in the Ardennes.
As General Crerar records: ;

While these activities were proceeding, enemy attacks,
beginning on 16 Dec and rapidly revealing themselves
as a major ofr~nsive, were launched against the front
held by the 12th U.S. Army Group in the sector east of
the Ardennes between the Cologne plain and the Lorraine
gap. At 5 P.M. on 19 Dec the C-in-C informed me by
telephone that the enemy's penetration of the First
U.S. Armyts front was deep and potentially serious.
With that in mind, he had decided to make immediate
re-dispositions in the 21st Army Group in order to
secure his right flank. The Headquarters of the 30th
British Corps was to m6ve that night to Hasselt, coming
under the command of Lt-General Dempsey at whose Tactical
Headquarters Lt-General Horrobks was to report at once.

(Jbid,) •

7. This is not tre place to discuss the Ardennes
offensive or its repercussions on First Cdn Army. (This is
done in considerable detail in General Crerar's Despatch of
31 Jan 45.) Operation "Veritable" was not forgotten,
however~ as appears from the Generalis notes on a conference
held at H.Q. 21 Army Group on 20 Dec.

The C-in-C intimated that it was possible that the
situation confronting the Allied Armies would imprcve
materially within the next few days. If such turned out
to be the case and 30 Brit Corps was not required for
counter-offensive p'.u'poses on the right flank, then it
was quite probable that HQ 30 Corps and several divisions
would be ret~ned to First Cdn Army, in order to proceed
with speed on Operation "Veritable". With that in view,
the work of im?roving the communications in First Cdn
Army area, leading to the ~ijmegen salient, would
vigorously proceed.

(W.D., G.O.C.-in-C., First Cdn Army, Dec 44: Appx 4),

8. At a further confere'1Ce during the following week
the Field-Marshal again referred to t he resumption of plans
for "Veritable". Genera.l Crerar I s notes of the meeting
indicate that:

•, •• from the point of view of the future mounting of
Operation "Ve::,itable", by First Canadian Army, he wished
to keep HQ 30 Brit Corps, Corps Troops and the several
British Divisions, ear~arked for that Operation, uncom-
mitted to any active, exhausting operations. "Veritable ll

would be mounted just as soon as the Boche became
~horoughly involved in the counter-offensive which

/'otl1d



• would shortly be launched by First US and Third US
Armies. He would expect "Veritable" to be launched a
fortnight after the date when 30 Brit Corps and the
several Brit Divisions comprising it, became available
to move to First Cdn Army area•••

As stated previously, he expected the enemy to make
tlnasty faces" and indulge in diversionary II jabs",
along the front 12 and 8 Corps of Second Brit Army,
and'against sector held by First Cdn Army. He did
not anticipate any serious attacks along such frontages,
unless major thrust northwards of Five and Six PZ
Armies showed promising results. He did not expect
any such results. As soon, therefore, as 12 and 21
Army Group's counter-offensives developed favourably,
it was his intention to transfer 30 Brit Corps, and
the several Brit formations previously planned to be
under its command, to Cdn Army and launch Operation
"Veritable ll as speedily and forcefully as possible.
Although Comd Second Brit Army would temporarily have
responsibilities on right (30 Corps) as well as on
left (12 and 8 Corps) of First and Ninth US Armies
as 30 Corps would be in a protective, rather than in
an active, operational role, this inconvenience could
be temporarily accepted.

(Ibid.: Appx 6, 28 Dec 44).

9. On 31 Dec in a directive to his Corps Commanders
regarding the steps to be taken to meet an expected German
attack across the lower Maas, General Crerar reminded them
that it· was Ilmost important, also, to solve such problems
without dangerously compromising our ability later to
launch Operation "Veritable"". (Ib'id.: Appx 7).

10. The situation early in January is described at
length by General Crerar in his despatch of 5,Apr 45:

The Alli~d armies in the west at the beginning of
1945 were deployed in three groups - the 6th,
comprising the First French and Seventh US Armies,
the attenuated 12th, with, for the time being, only
the Third US Army under command, and an enlarged
21st Army Group composed of the First and Ninth US,
the Second British and First Canadian Armies. The
front now held by Field Marshal Montgomery extended
some 300 miles from the line Givet - Cologne north
wards to Nijmegen and thence along the Rivers Waal
and Maas to the sea. The general situation was one
of continuing uncertainty in the face of von
Rundstedt's great counter-offensive in the south
and the preparation which the enemy had been making
for a thrust with some four divisions against my ,
northern sector from his positions across the Maas
and on the islands of Schouwen and Overflakkee. The
outlook over the west as a whole was further affected
by ~ attack launched by the enemy with seven
divisions along a twenty-mile front in the relative~y

quiet sector of the Saar held by the Seventh US Army.

lAs

.,

"
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As a temporary measure during this operational 'alert l

on the northern ~lank of First Canadian Army, I
assumed responsibility on 3 Jan for consolidating
the defences of Walcheren and the two Bevelands, .
an arrangement which the C-in-C regarded as being
greatly desirable in order that the whole norther~
sector of the 21st Army Group should be under unified
command. The garrison ~as composed of the 4th
Commando Brigade with the Royal Netherlands Brigade
and certain anti-aircraft units under command. The
Ar~ boundary was changed accordingly, and the
direction of the defence of the islands and peninsula
assumed by the 1st British Corps. From VenIa on the
Meuse to Westkapelle on the sea-coast of Walcheren
the front under my comn~nd stretched for 175 miles.

(W.D., C.O.C.-in-C. First Cdn Army, Apr 45: Appx nBn).

11. But the prospects of reverting from such purely
defensive dispositions began almost immediately to improve.
General Crerar writes:

It soon began to appear that the enemy's offensive
intentions north of the Mans might have undergone
substantial change. Reports of troop movements and
air photographs showing the evacuation of gun sites
indicated a withdrawal from the Land van Altena. I
was drawn to the conclusion that while the enemy might
still be intending to mount a large-seale raid with,
perhaps, a brigade group, from the island of Schouwen,
he was either limiting or abandoning his intended
eff'ort directed across the Mans through Breda to
Antwerp. In view of the po ssible recurrence of such
threats from- over the rivers, the tactical policy then
agreed upon with the RAF was to disrupt the enemy's
~~mmunications between his forward assembly areas
and the country north of the Waal. Thus if General
Student, the C-in-C, Army Group 'Ht. decided to deploy
his troops offonsively at some later stage. his·
intentions would be revealed by evidence of a renewed
concern to improve his roads and repair his bridges.
Meanwhile. active patrolling and small local actions
characterized the exchanges during the first week of
January.

(Ibid.).

12. General Crerar's appreciation that the ene~ was
thinning out his forces across the Maas, induced him to take
advantage of the opportunity to regroup his own formations
during the ensuing week. Accordingly, 4 Cdn Armd Div took
up position on the right flank of 1 Brit Corps, with 1 Pol
Armd Div on a comparatively narrow front in the centre, 18 edn
Armd C. hegt on the left and 62 A.Tk Regt facing the sea.
4 Cdn Inf Bde Gp reverted !'rom Army reserve to· 2 Cdn Inf
Div. (Ibid. ).

13. Events on the eastern front now also began to have
a powerf'ul effect on Allied calculations in the west., The
Russians were bringing their succe ssful Balkan campaign to n
climax in the capture of' Budape st, and farther to the north
their great winter offensive was about to break in irresistible

/fury
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fury upon the enemy in Poland. Four weeks after this amazing
onslaught was let loose, the Soviet Armies were lining the
River Oder almost three hundred miles beyond their start-line
in front of Warsaw and less than forty from Berlin.
(W.O. Weekl] Int Review, Jan-Feb 45). The terrific strain
extended remotely into Holland. As the G.O.C.-in-C. records:

Almost immediatel] I received a report that the ?llth
Infantry Division, which had been deployed across the
Maas during the anomy's recent concentration against
my northern sector, had been identified by the Russian
General Staff in Hungar]. This was the first time
the Germans had found it necessary to withdraw a
division away from the west since 6 Jun 44. In the'
Ardennes the enemy salient, under continuous pressure,
had alread] begun steadil] to shrink. The offensive
by First Canadian Army could now rapidly be remDunted,
for I had made it clear, a month previously, 'that I
considered the operation to be only temporar~ly post
poned, and the necessary preparations had gvne on,
therefore, without interruption.

(Gen Crerar's Despatch, 5 Apr 45).

PREPARATIONS RESUMED, JANUARY 1945

14.
planning and
General thus

Such was the background to the re sump tion of
preparing for Operation "Veritable". The
described tre subsequent developments:

On 16 Jan I attended a conference with the C-in-C, 21st
Army Group, at his Tactical Headquarters. The Field
Marshal said that he appreciated that von Rundstedt,
basing himsear on the Siegfri~d Line from the Swiss
frontier to Arnhem and thence along the rivers to the
sea, might again strike out offensively on the frontage
held by the now weakened US Armies which would require
time to be built up again to offensive reqUirements.
It was qUite essential, however, that we recover the
initiative, and it was therefore necessary to decide
upon a potentially decisive Allied operation and then
to allot enough forces to carry it through successfully.
He had already represented his views on these matters
to the SUpreme Commander and that morning had been
informed by telephone of their acceptance. The
essential of the Field Marshal's strategic plan was
to get Allied forces in strength across the River
Rhine, north of the Ruhr. To achieve this purpose
fUlly adequate resources must needs be allotted,
specificall] for the 21st Army Group, in which h~

desired to retain the Ninth US Army. It followed
that the intention, objective and available resources
for an attack by First Canadian Army south-eastwards
from the frontage between the rivers east of Nijmegen
remained generally as agreed upon early in December.
There was a ch~~ge, however, i~ his SUbsequent plan
for the orossing of the Rhine. He had now come to
the conclusion that the river crossings reqUired to be
handled by one ar~ commander instead of two, a con
dition imposed b] limitations of eqUipment for bridging
and boating and in the suppl] of amphibians. He had
therefore decided that when I had secured ~ objectives,
he would regroup to give the necessary frontage of the
Rhine and the responsibility of forcing crossings

Ito
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to Lt-General Demp sey.

The C-in-C confirmed the arrangement whereby Head
quarters, 30th~rltish Corps and Corps Troops, the
infantry divisions and the bulk of the remaining for
mations previously allotted to me for this operation
were to be placed at my disposal, the concentration
and assembly of these forces as from 18 Jan to be
carr~ed out in accordance 'with my orders. The C-ln-C
stressed the importance of concealing our intentions
from the enemy until the last moment. The target
date was tentatively set for 10 Feb, on the assumption
that the Ninth US Army would have taken over the line
south and southeast of Roermond from the Second British
Army by 1 Feb.

While the C-in-C realized the handicap of the 1st
British Corps! very extended frontage, he felt it
necessary to leave with me the continued rosponsibility
for the security of the Beveland and the Walcheren
islands, and to assist in this, the command of the 4th
Commando Brigade. In addition, he proposed to transfer
the 1st Commando Brigade to me from Lt-General Dempsey
at a later stage. My right boundary was to be restored
to the line of the road between Boxmeer and Beek.

On returning to my headquarters I took the necessary
steps immediately to implement these instructions, which
Field Marshal Montgomery carried a stage further with
the issue of a directive on 21 Jan.

(Ibid.).

THE C.-TN-C. I s DffiECTIVE OF 21 .JAN

15. This directive cancelled the preVious one issued
on 16 Dec 44, although much of it was word for word the same.
It went into cons! derab1e detail running to six folio page s
and bore the unmistakable stamp of the Field-Marshal's
vigorous style. In the opening paragraphs he thus summed
up the general situation:

The enemy has suffered a tactical defeat in the
Ardennes, with severe losses in men and material.

12 Army Group is continuing offensive operations in
the Ardennes in order to take advantage of the eneID1's
present unfavourable situation, to inflict further
losses on him, and to seize any opportunity to breach
the Siegfried Line.· These operations are going to be
continued so long as they continue to pay a good
dividend; thereafter it is the intention to pass to
the defensive in the Ardennes, to re-group, and to
attack further to the north on the right flank of 21
Army Group.

The 6nemy is at present fighting a dofensive campaign
on all fronts; his situation is such that he cannot
stage major offensive operations. Furthermore, at all
costs he has to prevent the war from entering on a
mobile phase; he has not the transport or the petrol
that ,would be necessary for mobile operations, nor could
his tanks compete .with ours in the mobile battle.

/The
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The enemy is in a bad way;.he has had a tremendous
battering and has lost heavily in men and equipment.
on no aCcoWlt can we relax, or have a Ustand stl11 1l

,

1n the winter months; it is vital that we keep going,
so as not to allow nim time to recover and so as to
wear dovm his strength still further. There will be
dlrficulties caused by mud, cold, lack of air support
during periods of bad weather, and so on. But we must
continue to fight the enemy hard during the winter
months.

The main objective of the Allies on the western front
is the Ruhr; if we can cut it off from the rest of
Germany the enemy capacity to continue the struggle
must gradually peter out.

A further, and very important, object of our operations
must be to force mobile war on the Germans. We will
therefore continue throughout the winter to conduct
such operations as will:

(al gain intermediate objectives towards theRuhr.

(b) place us in a good jumping-off position for a
mobile campaign in the Spring.

(c) wear down the enemy's strength at a greater
rate than our own.

The first stage in carrying out this policy must be
to close up to the line of the Rhine.

The immediate objective is the line of the Rhine
north of Dusseldorf. Thereafter our hold on the
west bank of the river will be extended southwards
to Bonn, and beyond. \Vhen the opportune moment
arrives the Allied Armies will cross the Rhine in
strength north of the Ruhr and at such other places
as may be ordered by the SUpreme Allied Commander.

(G.O.C.-in-C. file 1-0: Directive M. 548, from
C.-in-C., 2~ Army Gp, 21 Jan 45).

16. The C.-in-C.ls intention was lito destroy all
enemy in the area west of the Rhine from the present forward
positions south of Nijmegen as far south as the general line
JU~lch - DUsseldorf, as a preliminary to crossing the Rhine
and engaging the enemy in mobile war to the north of the
Ruhr ll

• For these operations 21 Army Group was
to Doneist of First Cdn, Second Brit and Ninth U.S. Armies.
The outline plan was for: .

Canadian Army to attack south-eastwards with its
left on the Rhine (Operation nVeritable").

Ninth Army to attack north-eastwards with its right
on the general line JU~ich - Dusseldorf (Operation
II Grenade Ii) • -

Second Army to hold in the centre and to cross the
Meuse in the Venlo area when ordered.

The operations of Ninth U~S. Army were to be supported by
the left wing of 12 Artny Group. It may be n"t6d that the

loriginal
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original p.lan did not provide for Operation 11 Grenadeli , nor
for the inclusion of Ninth U.S. Army in 21 Army Group, although
12 Army Group was to have made a concurrent thrust toward the
Rhine fa~ther to the south.

(Ibid.).

17.
shows an
Crerar's

The initial grouping as laid down by this directive
impressive aggregation of strength under General
connnand.

" (2)

Bde

}
)
)

Div )

Second Army

H.Q. a Corps
H. Q. 12 Corp s

3 Div
52 Div
11 Armd Div

6 Airborne

4 Armd Bde
1 Commando

115 Inf' Bde
Royals

Canadian Army

H.Q. 2 Cdn Corps
H.Q. 1 Corps
H.Q. 30 Corps

2 Cdn Div
3 Cdn Div

15 Div
43 Div
49 Div
51 Div
53 Div
Gds Armd Div
4 Cdn Armd Dtlil
7 Armd Div "
Polish Armd Div

6 Ods Armd Bde
a Armd Bde

33 Armd Bde
34 Armd Bde

2 Cdn Armd Bde

4 S. S. Bde
R. Netherlands Bde
116 n. Marine Inf Bde
117 R. Marine In! Bde

Five AGRAs were also assigned to 30 Corps for the operation.
79 Armd Div was held in Army Group reserve, but most of its
resources in assault equipment were made available. (Ibid.).

18. First Cdn Army IS" strong offensive" south-
eastwards between the rivers was to be carried lias far south
as the general line Xanten-Geldern i' • (In the previous
directive it had been the line Orsoy-Venlo) . The target
date IVas now 8 Feb. (Ibid. ).

~(2) 7 Armd Div was later cancelled owing to commitments
elsewhere (see para 25 below). 33 Bde also appears
to have been dropped from sUbAequent orders of
battle for "Veritable". On tho other hand 3 and
52 Inf and 11 Armd Divs later c~~e under command
First Canadian Army after tho operations had begun.
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The directive continued as follows:

Dry or hard ground would be the most suitable con
ditions for the operation. If these conditions
exist, then the basis of the operation will be
speed and violence. The aim will be to pass
armoured colunms through to disrupt and disorganize
enemy resistance in rear and to achieve the object
in the qUickest possible time.

If the ground 1s wet and muddy, then a slower and
more methodical progress may be forced on us.

Two alternative plans ,will therefore be necessary.

30 Corps was to be kept on General Crerar's right flank
in order to simplify the business of regrouping for subse
quent operations in which all Canadian formations were to
be kept under hi s command. (Ibid. ).

20. \Vhile he was to plan to cross the Rhine at
Emmerich, it was considered that this might not be possible
until second Brit Army had crossed at Rees farther south.
Moreover, he was to bear in mind that eventually. it would
be necessary to establiSh road and rail communication
across the Neder Rijn at Arnhem, a task likely to fall to
him later. He still remained responsible for keeping the
Nijmegen bridgehead secure, holding de.fensively the general
line pf the Waal and Maas west~ards f~om Nijmegen and for
the security of North and South Beveland and Walcheren.(Ibid.).

21. Ninth U.S. Army, comprising four corps. (one
liable for service with Second Brit Army -- a contingency
cancelled later on) J was to prepare .for Operation "Grenade"
which was to begin as soon as possible after 15 Feb.
Starting from the line of the Roer between Jullch and
RoermondJ the Americans were to launch a strong attack
towards the Rhine with their right flank on the general
line Jiillch-Neuss. (Ibid.).

22. Second Brit Army vias lito hold a firm f:roont
facing east of the line of the Meusc H and "to assist the
.attacks of Canadian and Ninth Armies by every means possible l' •

They were to establish bridgeheads across the Meuse and
prepare "in due course, and when ordered, to force the
crossing of the Rhine at Rheinberg J Xanten and Rees". (Ibid.).

COMPLICATIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS

23. On 23 Jan the C.-in-C. held another conference
with his Army Commanders to discuss several complicating
factors that had arisen. General Crerar summarizes the
conference as follows:

The Field Marshal sald that Lt-General Simpsonls
projected counterpart of my south-eastward thrust
could not be initiated until the Ninth US Army had
been brought up to tho agreed strength of twelve
US Divisions, of which two were to be allotted to
the Second British Army for a SUbsequent operation
across the Meuse on my right flank at Venlo. He
had the in;>ression, moreover, that- tho Supreme
Commander was thinking of placing a highor

/priority
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priority on an intended operation by the First US
Arn~ along the axis Euskirchen-Bonn. If this
operation were to go very well and the enemy
situation showed signs of further deterioration,
then the operation by First Canadian Army might
be ordered to go in independently of the converging
attack by the Ninth US Army. I could be assured,
however, that unless such favourable situation
promised to obtain, the assault by the Canadian
Army would not be launched without the assistance
afforded by the Ninth US Army to the south. Should
the concentration of the additional divisions re
quired by Lt-General Simpson and their subsequent
regrouping and deployment be protracted, it might
be necessary to postpone the offensive as a whole.

(Gen Crerar's Despatch, 5 Apr 45).

24. On 1 Feb, in a telephone. conversation with the
Acting Chief of Staff at H.Q. 21 Army Group, General Crerar
was informed of rurther developments 1n the Allied plan for
the winter offensive (W.D., G.O.C.-in-C. First Cdn ~,
Feb 45: Appx 1), information which Field-Marshal Montgomery
enlarged upon at a conference held at his tactical head
quarters on 4 Feb.

The C-in-C opened his remarks br, stating that SHAEF
had now decided that Operation lVeritable fl by First
Cdn Army and Operation II Grenade 11 by Ninth US Army
were to be carried out as first priority tasks. The
only exception to this situation would be the opera
tions about to be undertaken by the First US Army,
to capture the dam controlling the River Roer.
Apart from the operations so mentioned, the remainder
of the Allied Armies were to follow an Ilaggressively
defensive 11 tac tical policy.

However, in the circumstances in which the US Armies
round themselves, it was very difficult to regroup,
quickly. As a result, lIGrenadell Operation would
not be as II rull bloodedll as he would have wi shed••.

As a result or the difficulties experienced by
SRAEF, he had now been compelled to accept a total
of ten US DiVisions, all for Ninth US Army. In
the circumstances, no US Divisions could be ~ared

for Lt-General Dempsey, and 1n consequence, Operation
nVentllate il (proposed attack across the River Maas
by Second Brit Army) would either not take place, or
would be carried out in a somewhat tentative way •••

(Ibid.: Appx 3. Notes on Conference, 4 Feb 45).

General Crerar was also warned that 7 Armd Div would no
longer be in his order or battle. On the other hand, 5 Brit
lot and 11 Brit Armd Divs of second Brit Army were to be
llavailable ror reinforcement, or replacement, if the situa-
tion warranted". (Ibid.: Appx 1).- ,.

25.
occasion
Canadian

It may be added that
to make an announcement
Army, and summarized in

the Field-Marshal took this
of great interest to the
General Crerar's notes:

/The
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The C-in-C stated that he would then refer to
certain conversations he had had in the UK and the
information which he was about to give required'
to be kept on a high "Top Secret" level. The Chiefs
of Staff Committee had reached the decision,
yesterday, that forces in 15 Army Group were to
be reduced and, as a first result, 1 Cdn Corps was
to come from the Mediterranean to NW Europe and
join up with First Cdn Army. 1 Cdn Corps would
commence its movement in March and it was hoped to
complete transfer in April. There was also the
hope that three Brit Divisions would follow I Cdn
Corps. It was understood that all Canadian troops
would come under command First Cdn Army and he hoped
that I would do what I could to ensure that every
Canadian now in 15 Army Group was moved to this
theatre.

(Ibid.).

THE PLAII

26. Meanwhile, on 25 Jan General Crerar had issued
a directive for Operation "Veritable", informing his Corps
Commanders of the situation and its requirements as they
then appeared. His plan had not materially changed since
it was first conceived in December.

It is necessary to assume (he wrote) that the enemy
will strongly man and fight his several lines of
organized defences in the operational area given
above. On the basis of this assumption the opera
tion, as a whole, will comprise several phases and,
after each phase is completed, it will "be necessary
to move up the artillery and supporting weapons and
commence the next phase with co-ordinated and heavy
fire support, and with controlled movement.
Operation ltVeritable:1 will, therefore, be basically
planned on the following principal phases, and
objectives.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

The clearing of the Reichswald and the
securing of the line Gennep-Asperden
Cleve.

The breaching of the~enemyls second
defensive system E~st and South East
of the Reichswald, the capture of the
localities Weeze-Udem-Calcar-Emmerich
and the securing of the communications
between them.

The "break-througH' of the Hochwald
"lay-back' defence line's and the advance
to secure the general line Geldern-Xanten.

The initiation of the offensive and completion of its first
phase was to be the responsibility of 30 Brit Corps under
command of Lt-General B.G. Horrocks. However, should the
enemy's resistance crwnble, 30 Brit Corps was to lose no
opportunity, however, of fully exploiting any favourable
situation irrespective of the plan as laid down. (W.D.,
G.O.C.-in-C. First Cdn Army, Jan 45: Appx 3).

/The
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The grouping for the first phase was to be as

1 Brit Corps

1 Pol Armd Di v
4 Cdn Armd Div
4 Cdo Bde (1.e.,S.S.)
R. Netherlands Bde
11 H. (Armd C.)

~Cdn Corps

49 (W.R.) Div
2 Cdn Armd Bde

18 Cdn Armd C.
Regt

30 Brit Corps

2 Cdn Div
3 Cdn Div

15 (S.) Div
43 Div
51 (H.) Div
53 (W.) Div
Gds Armd Div

6 Gds Armd Bde
8 &: 34 Armd Bdes

Resources 79 Armd Div
Five AGRAs

On the completion of Phase 1, the operation was to be
developed on a front of two corps - 30 Brit Corps on the
right and 2 Cdn Corps on the left with the Wy1er-C1eve
Calcar-Xanten road inclusive to the latter. The exact
timing of this was to be a matter for future decision.
The Canadian Corps was also responsible for the security
of the Nijmegen bridgehead. (Ibid. ).

28. Prior to the commencement of the second phase,
2 and 3 Cdn Inf Divs, certain elements of 79 Armd Div and
A.G.R.A. resources were to be transferred to 2 Cdn Corps.
About mid-February, 4 Cdn Ar.md Div was to be replaced by
one or two miscellaneous brigades and to be taken into Ar~

reserve where it would be available for possible employment
in the later stages of "Veritable". (Illid.; AEF 45,1First
Cdn Army/C/I: Notes on G.O.C.-in-C.'s Conference, 24 Jan 45).

29. The principal responsibility of 1 Brit Corps was
to implement and maintain the cover plan. This was designed
to suggest that First Cdn Army, with 30 Corps under command,
was intending to initiate operations\in the direction of
Utrecht before 20 Feb. It was hoped that the initial
large-scale movement and concentration of reinforcing for
mations from Second Brit Army would sustain this conception.
(W.D., G.O.C.-in-C. First Cdn Army, Jan 45: Appx 2, Address
by Gell Crerar to Senior Officers, 22 Jan 45). It may here
be noted that~ was intended-Sventual1y to set up an
"H.Q. Holland District" to take over the Royal Netherlands,
Royal lrerine and Commando Brigades south of the Maas and
responsibility for the river line, thus releasi~ H.Q.
1 Brit Corps for further operations. {"Notes on G.O.C.-in-C.'s
Conference! 24 Jan 45). .

30.
Crerar

At the C.-in-C.'s conference on 4 Feb General
again outlined his plan and enlarged on it as follows:,

In Phase 1 - of the "break-in" attack against the
very strong Reichswald defences - Lt-Gen Horrocks
will employ 15 (S), 51 (H) and 53 (W) Divisions,
3 Cdn Div and a portion of 2 Cdn Div. Each
division will have strong armoured support. This
assault, weather per.mitting, will receive maximum
assistance from the air. It is the intention to
retain the greatest practicable element of surprise
and definite and detailed steps have been taken to
that end. The programme of fire support decided

/upon
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upon by Lt-Gen Horrocks, (and so, positive indica
tions of time and place of attack) will not be
revealed until "Dl~ Day, and a few hours before
the attack goes in. On the other hand, from
0-3 onwards, it will be increasingly difficult
to conceal from the enemy the necessary forward
assembly, in the Nijmegen area, of the large
assaulting force. I/hile, therefore, it would
be otherwise desirable to delay "0" Oay until
weather conditions promised full air support,
if this situation does not obtain on 8 Feb, the
attack will go in, anyway, and with fire support
from ground weapons only. One thing that must
not be allowed is time and opportunity for the
e~emy fully to prepare his defensive arrange
ments and every day and hour that passes after
forward assembly commences, increases this risk.

If weather is suitable, the air support which
will be afforded this operation will be on a
maximum scale. In direct support of the
assaulting divisions, will be the Second Tactical
Air Force with a potential of 1,000 fighters, or
fighter-bombers, 100 medium day, and 90 medium
night bombers. 84 Group, R.A.F. - which is that
portion of the Second Tactical Air Force opera
tionally and directly linked to First Cdn Army,
will provide the "close-in" support. Bomber
Command will attack targets in the immediate
battle area with up to 1,000 heavy bombers and
support is also expected from the medium bombers
of Ninth and the heavy bombers of Eighth US Army
Air Forces.

Ground fire support will be provided by over
1,200 guns, of which more than one third are
mediums, heavies and super-heavies. The resources
of 79 Armd Oiv will be fully utilized, including
"Crocodiles" (fl,ame throwers), llFlt'..ils" (mine
destroyers) and Armoured Personnel Carriers -
such as first were utilized by the Canadian Army
South of Caen, last August. The Canadian Rocket
Projector Battery will also be employed.

A, I intimated, I cannot forecast, with any degree
of reliability, the time which will be taken to
complete "Veritable", after it 1s launched. If
everything broke in our favour, weather, ground,
air support, enemy dispositions and reactions -
I would not be surprised if armour of 30 Corps
reached the Geldern-Xanten line in a few days.
On the other hand, if conditions are against us,
I see three "set-piece ll operations, one for each
Phase, and the battle may well last three weeks •••

(W.O., G.O.C.-in-C. First Cdn Army, Feb 45: Appx 3).

It may be added that the total number of tanks available
was over 3,400 including reserves. (W.O., G. Ops, H.Q.
First Cdn Army, Mar 45: Appx 144).

31.
ranging

The air plan listed some eighty targets
from the road and rail bridges across the Rhine

fat
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at "Iesel to the enemy front line positions. The towns of
Cleve and Goch, key pOints.northeas~ and southeast of the
Reichswald, were to be totally destroyed, as were all
buildings housing enemy troops in Weeze, Udem, Calcar,
Kranenburg and several other smaller places. Numerous
bridges, railway lines and junctions, fuel and ammunition
dumPS

i
telephone communications and enemy headquarters

were isted with precise instructions as to how they were
to be destroyed, whether by high explosive or by fire, and
how much cratering was permissible in each case. Before
the actual assault the air force was to destroy and demoral
ize enemy troops 1n their open defence positions. During
the actual battle, whenever possible, there was to be both
daily prearranged support and impromptu support where
required. (AEF 45/First Cdn Army/S/H: . Air Plan for Op
"Veritable" 6 Feb 4 ; AEF 45/30 Corps/Clio 30 Corps Op
Instr 47, 3 Feb 4: Appx "C"). The extent of the air
support was finally settled within the week before the
operation began. (~.D., G. Ops, H.Q. First Cdn Army, Mar 45:
Appx 146 Notes of Conference re Pre-planned Air su~port
2 Jan 4 and Notes of Conversation between G.O.C.- n-C.
and C. of S. 21 Arm G 2 Feb

32. The artillery fire plan was on a similar scale,
for the resources under the command of C.C.R.A. 30 Corps
for the opening of the operation included seven divisional
artilleries, 2 Cdn and 3, 4, 5 and 9 Brit AGRAs, elements
of two anti-aircraft brigades used in a ground role and
the 1st Canadian Rocket Unit. The outline plan consisted
of the following:

(a) a five hour period of artillery preparation
including a deceptive smoke screen along the
entire front;

(b) a standing barrage containing both smoke and
H.E., lasting for about an hour to enable the
infantry to form up on the start line;

(c) the thickening of the barrage for half an
hour reaching its climax at 1030 hours when
it was to start moving forward.

(AEF 45/2 Cdn Inf Div/RCA/C/D: Account b Bri F.D.
Lace C.R.A. 2 Cdn Inf Div 1 Feb 4

TOPO GRAPHY OF THE BATT LE AHEA

•

/

33. The topogrephy of the area of intended operations
presented some unusual difficulties. A study of the map
will show that forty to fifty miles southeast of Nijmegen,
at Duisburg, and at Venlo, the Rhine and Maas flow in a
northerly direction some twenty miles apart. Gradually
they approach and begin to swing to the west so that
at Mook (E. 7251) the Maas, now turning due west, is only
six miles south of Nijmegen on the main channel of the Rhine,
which here becomes the Waal. Immediately west of Nijmegen
the two rivers are connected by the Maas-Waal Canal, while
farther south a smaller stream, called the Niers, runs parallel
to them through the intervening plain. The front line followed the

/course
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course of the Maas as far north as Cuijk (E.7249) and
thence ran northeast and north close to the German frontier
to meet the Waal some three miles east of Nijmegen. It
will be appreciated that to reach the forward assemb11
areas all formations except 2 and 3 Cdn In! Diva had to
cross the Maas, and in many cases, the Maas-Waal Canal as
well. Some had to pass through the built-up area of
Nijmegen and all had to wheel through more than ninety
degrees to line up opposite the enemy's defensive posi
tions. (Maps 1/100,000: Holland, sheet 5, Germany,
sheets P.l and Q.l; AEF 45/21 Army GP/C/F: 21 Army Gp
Report on Operation IIVeritable"; AEF 45/2 Can Inf
biV1L!F; 2 Can Inf ni v Tnt Report No.1, Op liVer! table II J

2 Feb 45; liEF 41)j30-Corps/L!F: Op "Verita:DTe" Planning
Tnt Dossier, No.4, 29 Jan 45). -

34. Both the Maas and the Rhine run through low
plains which were inundated during December. By January
most of the floods had receded but the ground was left
mucky and covered with scattered pools. Further obstacles
were abandoned channels, ditches, marsh and backwaters.
The most outstanding geographical feature is the Reichswald,
a large diamond- shaped forest some nine mile s from east to
west, "nd five miles from north to south, lying between the
town of Cleve and the German-Dutch frontier. There are some
clearings and a few farms in the forest. The Materborn
ridge, some 200 to 250 feet above sea level, extends from
Cleve in a south-westerly direction along the northern edge
of the forest, commanding a flat and featureless country
side. The trees are mostly·pine of fairly recent growth,
planted four to seven feet apart and divided into blocks
by narrow rides. Southeast, the Hochwald and Balberger
Wald lie to the west of Xanten. The rest of the country
between the rivers is low and gently undulating with a
number of small woods. Movement over cultivation was
interrupted only by occasional tree-lined fields, rises in
ground, and small ditches along the fields. The rolling
nature of the country and frequent coppices made covered
approaches possible, but in the predominantly wooded areas
movement off the roads was difficult. An abundance of
cover among the trees was limited only by the season of the
Jear. In such country the view was often obstructed even
from the eminences which themselves were nearly all wooded.
During the long quiescent period prior to 8 Feb, the
Canadian outposts were on relativelJ high ground over
looking much of this future field of battle and,with the
like advantage of being al~o largely wooded, and affording
excellent cover for even the larger formations involved.
(Ibid.) •

35. Two main roads run southeast from Nijmegen,
one along th~ east bank of the Maas through Gennep to Venlo~

the other across the German frontier north of the Reichswald
to Cleve where it divides. The northern branch continues
to Calcar and Xanten and thence south~ast towards the Ruhr;
the other runs southwards to Goch and on through Weeze and
Kevelaer to Geldern. Other roads from Cleve run north
east to Emmerich on the Rhine, southeast to Udem and south
west through the Reichswald to Gennep. Fortunately most
of. the civilians had been evacuated from the considerable
number of small towns scattered about this corner of Germany.
(Ibid.) •,

/nuring
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36. During January the weather had been aold with
considerable snow and ice but early in February a thaw
set in. It was realized that any prolonged operation
after severe frost was likely to churn up the ground very
badly. Further, it was ~lear that the Rhine could be
flooded by blowing the winter dykes, although complete
breaching was considered impracticable. In addition,
it had to be borne in mind that if the Americans did not
succeed 1n capturing the Roar dams before they were des
troyed, their failure might have far-reaching effects.
All these hazards had to be taken into consideration in
the planning and the risks accepted. (Ibid.).

THE ENEMY'S DEFENCES

37. The German defensive system presented three
main features:

(a) The construction of three principal lines of
defence, namely, the forward line, the Siegfried
Line and the Hochwald "lay back ll

•

(b) The apparent sub-division of the area enclosed
by the principal lines of defence into se1f
contained defensive "boxes ll •

(c) The transformation of towns and villages into
strong points.

(Ibid., the 21 Army Gp Report contains 'a diagramatic
map-Illustratlng these three lines of defences; for
details see Defence Overprints of Holland 1:25,000,
sheets 6 S.W., 12 N.W., 12 S.W. and Eastern Holland,
4102, 4202, 4302, 4103, 4203 and 4303, dated 19 Jan 
6 Feb 45).

38. During the winter the enemy1s forward line
comprised a double series of strong outposts to the main
Siegfried defences. North of the Nijmegen-Cleve road they
were only weakly held, but in the area south from Wyler
(E.7558), a frontier village four miles southeast of
Nijmegen and immediately west of the Reichswa1d, the enemy
was in greater strength. Most of his positions were in
woods and houses, and all roads running at right angles
to the front were held in considerable depth, especially
the Wyler-Kranenburg and the Mook-Gennep-Hekkens roads,
along which anti-tank ditches, road-blocks, anti-tank
guns and diggings had been observed. (Ibid.).

39. The main Siegfried defences ran south from
Kranenburg (E.8056), a village two miles beyond Wyler,
through the Reichswa1d to Hekkens (E.8244), a road junction
south of the forest, then east'and south to Goch. This
line continued south from Goch,circ1ing slightly west of
Weeze. Numerous anti-tank ditches zig-zagged across the
whole territory from Goch south to the Maas, one of them
dug round to the north of Goch itself; Northeast from
Kranenburg a similar ditch extended towards the Rhine.
During the winter another line had been constructed east
of the Reichswald between Cleve and Goch, thus making the
forest a self-contained centre of resistance. There were
also continuous lines of trenches and weapon-pl~s along
the eastern bank of the Maas. (Ibid.).

/The
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40. The only concrete constructions to be found
in this sector were shelters and infantry pillboxes, some
seventy of which had been mapped by our intelligence.
Eight large casemates of the original Siegfried Line
defences had also been observed, although they were
believed to contain only machine-guns. (Ibid.).

41. The third main line had been very recently
constructed, from the Rhine opposite Rees along the
undulating ground sout~ to Geldern (A.0225), roughly ten
kilometres east of the Reichswald, and along the western
side of the Hochwald and Balberger Forests. It consisted
of two and sometimes three lines of continuous trenches
and, except in ~ront of .the Hochwald, of an anti-tank
ditch between the trenches. There was also an almost
unbroken belt of wire in front of each trench line and a
mine-field in the sector between the Hochwa1d and the
Rhine. (Ibid.).

42. The whole system was designed to convert the
entire area into a "defence net lt

" built up into a series
of self-contained boxes. Most of the towns and Villages
such as Cleve, Goch, Weeze, Eevelaer, Udem and Calcar had
also been transformed into strong points defended b~

elaborate trench works and anti-tank ditches. A close
stUdy of the defence overprints revealed a tremondous
number of trenches, weapon-pits, machine-gun and anti
aircraft posts, wire fences and mines. Yet this very
elaborate and formidable system lacked sufficient personnel
to keep it fully manned. (Ibid.).

THE ENEMX'S ORDER OF BATTLE

43. As for the ene~yls order of battle,

A review of the enemy situation on 3 Feb showed
that the whole front of First Cdn Army was oP~O(~~d

by tps of Army Group H under General Student. t} To
the North was Twenty-Fifth Army. South and West
of the Rhine along the Maas was First Para A.rmy
consisting of 84, 180, 190 and 606 zbv divs.

The Reichswald sector, which may be taken to extend
from the bend in the Rhine near Erlekom 7863 to
Middelaar, appeared to be controlled by 84 Iut Div.
This Div was caught in the Falalse pocket and des-
t~oyed, and was reformed in Sap... It now con-
sisted of two regts, each of two bns, and was
thOUght to include Battla Group Katzmann of
probably three bns, and also to have under conunand
2 Para Regt (three bns) which ordinarily belonged
to 2 Para Div.

,

~(3) As appeared afterwards, Student was recalled to Berlin
at the end of January and the Army Group taken over
by Genoberst Blaskowitz (AEF/First Cdn Army/LlF,
Docket III: Special Interrogation Report Generaloberst
Student) •
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There was evluenc6. also, of two police bns in
the sector, identified North of the Nljmegen
Cleve road.

It was estimated that there was a total of eight
bna manning the forward 11no of defences, with
five bns 1n reserve, or possibly in 1l1ay back"
positions. They were likely to be up to strength
and despite German reverses on other fronts, their
morale was considered high..•

Including HAA, the maximum estimated number of
guns capable of firing on the IIVerltable" area
was 114 •••

At the time when "Veritablell was about to open
the enemy had nine divs holding thlt(~?l (sic) mile
sector from Nijmegen to DUren F.14 On the
other hand, he had some..45 odd divs along the
250 mile stretch from Duren to Strasbourg.

(21 Army Gp Report).

44. ? para Div proved to be in immediate reserve as
anticipated. Further, it was expected that the enemy would
reinforce the Reichswald sector from the Cologne area and
that by the end of the first week after the assault had
gone in, he would have brought up three infantry and three
or four panzer grenadier divisions. (Ibid.; and Gan Crerar's
De~atch, 5 Apr 45). It was also nOflCed a few days prior
to D-Day that some reorganization was taking place in the
Reichswald. (First Cdn Army Int Summary, 4 Feb 45). Part
of the enemy's reserve had to be kept to guard against an
American offensive to the south, while the demands from the
Russian front were inexorable.

In the middle of Dec the Germans had possessed
reserves in the form of 5 and 6 PZ Armies. At
the end of Jan the situation was that 5 pz was
endeavouring to recover from the severe handling
it had received in the Ardennes battle, while
6 pz had been switched to the Eastern front to
meet the Russian offensive which had opened on
12 Jan.

(21 Army Gp Report).

THE E!!EMY'S.DEFECTIVE APPRECIATION
OF OUR INTENTIONS

45. By extensive camoui'lage and by confining most
troop movements to the hours of darkness the greatest
care was taken to conceal tho Allied preparations from
the ene~. The state of his preparedness for the attack
is discussed in the Army Commander's despatch as follows:

/ ... Until

----------------------------------------------------------
x(4) The actual distance between Nljmegen and DUren is

over 150 mile s.
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••• Until 6 Feb it was fairly clear that the enemy
had no specific knowledge of my intentions in the
Reichswald. On that day, however, I had to assume
that his aircraft, flying over the Army area on
tactical reconnaissance, had observed the unavolda~

signs of our enterprise, especially in the district
between Grave and Nijmegen, where the many hundreds
of vehicles and tanks, many of them impossible to
conceal as the only hard standings were roads and
streets, could hardly have escaped the Vigilance
of the camera. General student~(5) must have now
had a shrewd suspicion that I was going to attack
In the Reichswald sector. He could not rule out
an attack north of the Maas, but his reconnaissance
was so Widespread as to give him an accurate com
parative view of activity along the whole of our
front. But in surveying the enemy I a problems and
possibilities, I decided that there was little he
could do to improve his situation as it then stood.
Most of von Rundstedt's available forces were
required either to remain in the south to meet
the American threat from Roermond to the Ardennes,
or to move to the east to fight the Russians.

(Gell Crerar's Despatch, 5 Apr 45).

46. As revealed by later interrogations, however,
the enemy's appreciation was confused. From the time when
~he rront in the Reichswald became stabilized, it was.obvious
that an attack must come shortly on the northern part of the
line. But General Schlemm, Commander of the First Parachute
Army, had mown nothing of our plans for an of'fensive to be
launched early in January, nor had anyone been aware that
preparations were already well advanced for an attack through
the Forest. when the German offensive in the Ardennes caused
them to be postponed. When it was realized that the
Ardennes had not succeeded in preventing the Allies from
being able to undertake a winter campaign, frequent
discussions took place as to the locale of the new assault.

Schlemm claims that Blaskowitz at Army Group and
Rundstedt, the C-in-C west, believed the next big
Allied move would be an American offensive launched
from Roermond together with a British attack across
the river at Venlo. This was opposed to Schlemm1s
personal view who expected the big blow to come
south through the Reichswald as it eventually did.
He advanced this view to his seniors but was con
stantly assured that there was no €lvidence of large
concentrations in the Nijmegen E 77 area. The worst
that could be expected there was a holding attack
launched by two or three Canadian Divisions, he was
told. (Special Interrogation Report Gen Alfred
Schle""'!) •

As a result Blaskowitz sited his reserves (including 47
Panzer Corpa) in readiness for attacks from Roermond and
Venlo. According to Schlemm, von Rundstedt deduced from
an analysis of the intensified Allied air bombardment that

Ian

,,( 5) See footnote to para 44.
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an assault would be coming from the region of VenIa
between 6 and 12 Feb. On the other hand, Schlernm avers
that he expected the attack where it came, but could not
convince the higher command that the signs of movement
through Nijmegen were not merely a blind. Deep
patrolling had failed to reveal the presence of any
formations in the vicinity other than Canadian, and it
was not until the battle was a day old that Schlemm was
able to prove h~s suspicions with the news that four
British divisions had been identified in the Forest.
lllWe were wrong', admitted Army Group, 'You may have
7 Para .Division'." (Ibid.).

THE CONCENTRATION

47. In thus keeping the enemy in the dark as to
the force and direction of our aggressive intentions we
were fortunate, for the transference of all the BritiSh
formations of 30 Corps to their assembly areas west of the
Relchswald had itself been a major operation of ~ar, very
difficult to conceal from the enemy's intelligence. Before
coming under Canadian command~ these British divisions
were frorn fifty to a hundred miles south of Nijmegen~

between Roermond and Liege on the upper Meuse, and still
farther south in the Ardennes, where several of them had
been engaged in the fighting. Until late in January.
43 Inf Div and other British formations were taking part
in an operation by 12 Brit Corps to ~educe the enemy
salient on the left bank of the Roer. To move these great
bodies of troops northwards to their very restricted
assembly area, accessible only by two bridges across the
Maas~ in the short time available and with due secrecy~

required the most careful planning. nley were withdra~

during the latter part of January to concentrate about
Louvain, between Antwerp and Boxtel and northeast of
Eindhoven. Thence, starting on 5 Feb, they all moved
northeast along two main routes, one through Tilburg
crossing the Maas at Grave~ the other through Eindhoven
crossing the river at Mook, to the forward assembly areas
near Nijmegen. (21 Arty ~ Report, paras 37 and 38 and
Diagram 6; AEF 45/Pirs C Army/Q/I: Provost Move
Schedules 17 and 22 Jan 45 and First can Army Iristrs on
Asse~bl)' for---.rverTtabr~F'eb4Sr.

48. These considerable movements, which strained
Army and Corps provost resources to the utmost~ were
further complicated by the terrible state of the roads.
The situation has been thus described;

••• During Jan the roads had been universally ice-
bound. Just prior to the time when movement was
to reach its peak, rrom 3 Feb onwards, came the thaw
with all its attendant troubles. Many roads
deteriorated rapidly and eventually ruts developed
to a depth of 18 inches to 2 feet~ and others
collapsed completely at various points. Diversions
were extremely difficult to improvise as the
surrounding country in most places became water
logged. The very carefully planned forward
movement from staging areas to concentration areas
and onwards across the R. Mans had to be recast
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tlaily in the light of existing road conditions.
That final assembly was completed by the right
time in spite of these abnormal and most difficult
conditions says much for the high standard of
staff work of the traffic staffs, and the super
human efforts of the traffic control personnel and
the RE concerned with road maintenance ••.

First Canadian Army controlled all roads South and
west of the line Eindhoven-Is Hertogenbosch and
2 Cdn and 30 Brit Corps those to the North and
East of that line. There was a very close liaison
maintained between the three APMs concerned. Five
eMP Traffic Control Coys, two Army Provost Coys,
and some twenty officers and three hundred DRs of
a LAA Regt, R.A., altogether some 1,600 men, were
utilized in the over-all traffic control plan. In
spite of all the numerous difficulties final concen
tration was completed to time~tab1e.

(21 Army GanReport, paras 39 and 42j see also
AEF 45~C Corps/C/F: Summary of Ops, 28 Jan 
4 Feb 45).

49. FortunatelYJ for the first time since the
landing in NormandYJ an adequate railway system was available
which greatly eased the supply situation. AlthOUgh the
railway bridge across the Maas at Ravensteln connecting the
line to Nijmegen was not opened until 8 Feb J there were
numerous railheads immediately south of the river. As a
result, during the last eight days it was possible to dump
10,000 tons of suppliesJ fuel, ammunition, ordnance J
engineer and miscellaneous stores, each day. Most of
the railheads could actually have handled a considerably
greater tonnage than they did. (Ibid.). In all some 446
freight trains arrived at 15 different railheads of which
one J Haps (3045), was only three miles from the front.
(W.D., G. Ops, H.Q. First Cdn Army, Feb 45: Apux 144,
Statistics, Op nVeritable").

50. Statistics serving to illustrate the size and
scope of the staff and service problems involved were given
by General Crerar at a press conference on the eve of the
battle:

1880 tons of bridge equipment have been used in the
construction of the five military bridges which have
been thrown across the R. Maas, and lead into the
forward assembly area. The Ravenstein "high level"
pontoon bridge - lrnown as the Quebec Bridge, is the
longest Bailey bridge yet constructed - 1280 ft long.

British and Canadian ;ISappers ll in the past few
weeks have constructed, widened and improved ap~
mately 100 miles of road. For this purpose about
20,000 tons of stone J 20,000 logs and 30,000
pickets have been used.

To move troops and their fighting eqUipment and
supplie s into po s1 tion prior to "D I1 Day will in
volve 35,000 vehicles travelling an average 130
miles each and using approximately 1 J300,OOO
gallons of petrol.

In order to ensure that convoys reach their !ipp:d.ntEd
destinations, approximately 10,000 route signs were

'.
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erected, and 1,000 troops have been employed on
traffic control du~les.

Demands have entailed the production of over
500,000 air photographs and 15,000 enlargements.
Over 800,000 special maps, requiring over 30 tons
of paper, have been produced.

If the ammunition allotments for the operation,
which consists of 350 types, were stacked side by
side and five feet high, it would line a road for
30 miles. The total wmmunition tonnage, provided
for the supporting artillery from "Dil Day, to D
plus 3, would be the eqUivalent in wei~~t to the
bomb-drop of 25,000 medium bombers.

1,100 tons of smoke materials, exclusive of
artillery, will be used in the ground plan, which
will produce what is believed will be the longest
smoke screen in the history of this Vlar. At the
conclusion of Phase 1, a 20-mile smoke screen
should be in operation.

(W.D., G.O.C.-in-C., Feb 45: Appx 3a; for further
statistics see W.D., G.Ops, H.Q. First Cdn Army:
Appx 144).

51. For the troops standing to their arms, and for
all who guided and supported them in an endless variety of
function and responsibility, Field Marshal Montgomery wrote
his personal message. He told them that the operations of
the Allies on all fronts had now brought the German war to
its final stage. He compared the battle to a bOXing match:

And so we embark (he said) on the final round, in
close co-operation with our American allies on our
right and with complete confidence in the Buccess
ful outcome of the onslaught being delivered by
our Russian allies on the other side of the ring.

Somewhat curious rules, you may say. But the whole
match has been most curious; the Germans began this
all-out contest-anQ they must not complain when in
the last round they are hit from several directions
a t the same time.

Into the ring, then, let us go. And do not let us
relax till the knock-out blow has been delivered.

~

Good luck to you all - and God bless you.

(W.D., G.Ops, H.Q. First Cdn Army, Feb 45: Appx 28).

General Crerar likewise had his ovm words of encouragement
for the hundreds of thousands of soldiers now under his
cormnand:

Six months ago, almost to a day, history was made
by formations of this Army in their Southward drive
which broke the IICaen hinge II and closed the l'Falaise
pocket li

• The same, and other .formations shall
again record great achievements in the days ahead

• hy breaking through the "Reichswald pivat II and
turning this key secto~ of the Siegfried Line.

/The
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The operations which we are about to undertake
are of the greatest possible importanc~. Indeed,
the result of them can lead to speedy and complete
Allied victory. The assault vdll be_launched in
great strength and with most powerful fire
support. IVhatevcr the difficulties of ground
and weather, the forward thrust through the
enemy and his defences will be pressed without
respite. HG must be given no time or opportunity
to collect his thoughts or his resources. The
opportunity is at hand. Let us see·to it that
it 'is firmly seized and decisively exploited.

(Ibid. ) •

THE OFFENSIVE BEGINS

52. On 8 Feb the offensive opened. Most of the
prearranged air plan was effectively carried out and
during the preceding night the troops waiting for H-hour
could see the flashes of the bombs and the fires they
raised as some nine hundred heavy bombers dropped their
loads on the to\vns or Cleve, Goch, Weeze, Udem and
Calcar. The air support continued throughout the
first day, for the weather was good for that tLme of
the year. Tnere was some cloud but the supporting
aircraft were able to operate through it, thanks to a
new device called the Mobile Radar Control Post, which
was used with great success. Only one enemy aircraft
was seen. (AEF 45/30 Corps/S/F: Air Notes 228 and 229,
8 and 9 Feb 45).

53. The preliminary artillery bombardment began
at 0500 hours. Targets included enemy forward positions,
headquarters and communications with a min~ of six
tons directed on each target. The success of the assault
was later attributed largely to this fire support.
According to prisoners it had great effect on their
morale, the intensity being such-that crews were unable
to man their guns until the barrage had ceased; communica
tions were totally disrupted. The Germans had lithe im
pressioQ of overwhelming force opposed to them, which, in
their isolated state, with no communica~ions, it-was
useless to resist ll • On the other hand, prisoners
generally agreed that casualties from the bombardment
were not high, on a rough average only five per cent.
Equipment suffered more than personnel. (First Cdn Army
Int Summary, 11 Feb 45). Counter-battery fire seems to
have prevented very much enemy shelling during the attack.
During the day well over half a million rounds were fired
without a single case being reported of a round falling
short. (Ibid.; 21 Army Gp Report, paras 153-174).

54. The diapason was augmented by the firing of
thirteen "land mattresses ll - the saturation of targets
by batteries of the newly created 1st Canadian Rocket
Unit which took part in major operations for the first
time. The grouping of miscellaneous weapons like medium
machine-guns, light anti-aircraft and anti-tank guns for
the purposes of co-ordinated f~re was another device
employed, and in this battle these "peppor potsl! were
organized by 2 Cdn Inf Div on the left and by 51 (H) Div
on the right. In addition to the 4.2-inch mortars and
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the medium machine-guns of the support battalions of all tho
divisions, the resources of two armoured regiments, approxi
mately two light anti-aircraft regiments and two batteries
of 17-po~~der anti-tank guns were also utilized. Since
those miscellaneous weapons were fired continuously throughout
the day, the ammunition expenditure was tromendous. The
group organized by 2 Cdn Inf Div artillery alone fired
1,300,000 rounds of medium machine-gun ammunition, 69,000
40-mi11imetre shells, 14,000 4.2-ineh mortar bombs and 12,000
17-pounder shells. This great weight ef metal was hurled
against the enemy by 156 guns (including 24 tank guns) 48
4.2-inch mQrtars and 96 medium machine-guns. (Ibid •. j Account
by Brig Lace; AEF 45/30 Corps/C/I: Op Instr 45, """Pepper Pot",
'2'7"""Jan 45; 21 ~rmy Gp Report, para 52).

55. Some idea of the effect of this tremendous on-
slaught may be gained from quoting a description by an
Historical Officer who watched the opening of the battle
from an observation post on high ground about a mile north
of' Groesbeek:

The weather promised to be fair, and the sight of
the airbursts and tracer in the sky, against the
yellow light of the rising sun was very impressive.
There was continuous roll of heavy gunfire that was
punc~uated by staccato bursts of MG fire from all
sides •••. At 0740 brs, almost a complete silence
descended on the entire front for a period of a full
ten minutes •.. to enable the Flash Spotters and
Sound Rangers to locate active enemy btys not pre
Viously known.

A few birds were still flying across the sky in a
bewildered manner, as the artillery took up their
theme again, and the tempo accelerated as the full
weight of 1,000 guns was brOUght to bear against
the enemy. Beyond the occasional alrburst, and the
odd round over a wide area, there was little reply
from the enemy and, at this stage, the spectator was
left with the impression that hostile positions were
being simply smothered.

The gaunt trunks and torn branches of troes, ruined
farm buildings, and the smoke and cordite fumes that
swept across the area all contributed to the strange~

fascinating panorama of war.

As H-hr approached, if anything, the noise increased
and a new note was added by the sound of armour
moving forward and planes passing overhead. The
combined effect produced a vivid picture of a war
of machines -- a war of calculated and terrible
efficiency.

A wounded soldier, with face covered by a field
dressing, was directed to a nearby R.A.P. as pockets
of smoke began to fill the contours in the ground.
The historical officer and war artist were compelled
to shout at each other in order to make themselves
heard above the noise. Carriers rattled by, With
red cross flags prominently displayed, and a tp of
llCrom\'lell ll tanks that had been camouflaged with
straw against tho walls of a demolished barn added
their guttural roar to the din of battle.

/
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I
"Churchill" and "Sherman" tanks began to move east
along the draw in square 7556, through the scattered
debr!s·of gliders that remained from the airborne
attack of. the previous September.

At 0950 bra the barrage, which represented the
climax of the preliminary bombardment, was observed
to be beginning. Capt Hunter ~~d Capt Pepper pro
ceeded down the draw to observe the armour and
specialized assault equipment moving forward. Besides
the orthodox types of tanks, there were lIFlailsil,
"Crocodiles", A.Vs.R.E.) all with their fluorescent
panels (for identification from the air) glowing like
red hot plates against the dull background. A tank
officer enquired anxiously about minefields, but
could not be satisfied. The irmour lurched forward
with all vehicles stripped for action - one tank
still had a rrying pan dangling rrom the back or the
turret. An Air O.P. flew slowly overhead, and smoke
shells continued to drop a short distance in front,
as the deafening noise increased. Some enemy rounds
dropped about 300 yards distant and personnel took
cover~ but the armoured advance went on without
hesitation. There was an air of urgency and tense
expectation evident everywhere as H-Hr approached.

(W.D., 2 Cdn Fd Hist·Sec, 8 Feb\45: Appx 1, Diary
or 2 Div Det).

56. The infantry attack which went in at 1030 hours
was unique in that four divisions moved forward simultaneou~

on a six-mile front between the Nijrnegen-Kranenburg-Cleve
road and the River Maas near Mook. Prior to the attack this
whole area was held by 2 Cdn Inf Div, while 3 Cdn Inf Div
occupied the northern end of the front between the Nijmegen
Cleve road and the R!ver Waal. On the previous day, these
two divisions had come under connnand of 30 Corps which at
the same time took over responsibility for the whole front
east or 1 ijmegerr. 15 (SCottish), 53 (WelCh) and 51
(Highland) Divisions had moved into the area immediately
behind 2 Cdn Inf Div's front line Which, in order to deceive
the enemy, the Canadians continued to occupy with two
brigades. When the attack opened, the BritiSh divisions
simply passed through. 2 Cdn Inf Divis task was to clear
a small triangle of territory south of the Nijrnegen-Cleve
road in the vicinity of Wyler, considered to be a corner stone
in the enemy's first line, and to open two roads for the use
of 15 (3) Div which would take over the sector, the Canadian
division then going into reserve. (21 A~ Report,
paras 64-65; AEF 45/2 Cdn Inf Div/c/I and elF: Op Instr
No. 12, 3 Feb 45, and Weekly summary or Ops, 4-10 Feb 45;
AEF 45/30 Corps/C/G: Map showing dispositions).

5? The assault went well all along the front, but
made better progress on the left than on the right where
opposition was stiffer. The infantry succeeded in following
the artillery barrage very closely, to the surprise and con-
sternation of the enemy. (21 A~_~ Refort, para 65; First
Cdn Army Int Sunnnary, 11 Feb). can In Div, attacking
with R. de Male and Calg Highrs or 5 Cdn Inf Bde, supported
b, flails and A.Vs.R.E. from 79 Armd Div, encountered fairl,
light opposition and was the first to report its objectives
reached. (AEF 45/First Cdn Arrrry/C/H, Docket V: Liaison
Officers' Reports, 30 Corps, 8 Feb). Keeping right up to
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the line of the barrage, the two battalions attacked across
country to cut the highway southe~st of \~ler, thus sur
prising the enemy who, it appeared, had expected the main
thrust along the obvious route along the road from Nljmegen
through Bergendal (7459). With the help of grenades the
first localities were cleaned out very qUickly, but Schu
mines caused some casualties to the attackers. Den Reuvel
(7756) and Hochstrasze (7956) southwest and southeast of
V~ler ~ere captured by R. de Mals, while Galg Hlghrs
reached the Wyler-Kranenburg road and turned northwest to
take Wyler itself from the rear. There was some delay but
after stiff fighting, supported by artillery and 4.2-inch
mortar fire, the village was finally reported cleared by
1830 hours. The Bappers, working for some time without
infantry protection, were delayed by thickly sown mine
fields, but had the roads in the area open by 2100 hours.
All objectives had been seized and 315 prisoners taken at
the cost of some 85 casualties. (Ibid.; AEF 45/5 Cdn Inf
Bde/C/D: Account of 0k~'Ver~t.able"""DY" Brig VI. J. Megill) •

58. Meanwhile 15 (8) Inf Div, whose task was to
break through the Siegfried Line north of the Forest,
attacked with two brigades up on a very narrow front south
of 5 Cdn lof Bde and north of Groesbeek. According to
21 Army Group Report:

The attack of 15 (8) Inf Div went well throughout
the day. Enemy opposition was not strong and our
own casualties were light. The main obstacles to
the advance wero mines of all types and the ground.
Flails cleared a gap through the minefield at
773553 on the Southern axis, but on the Northern
axis were unable to operate owing to the soft
ground. Here, however, the gun tanks found their
own gap. By 1700 hours, Kranenburg and about
200 PW, were in our hands, and one bn had reached
the Kranenburg-Hekkens road near Frnsselt 8154.

(21 Ar'g Gp Report, para 65; AEF 45/30Corps/C/I:
Op Ins r NO. 4"'-:--lI Veritable ll

- 3 Feb 45).

59. 53 (VI) Inf Div attacked with one brigade up on
an even narrower front through Groesbeek to clear the ridge
running through the northern part of the Reichswald.
Entering the forest they secured their first objectives,
the high ground south and southwest of Frasselt. Mines
and the soggy nature of the terrain were the chief obstaclBs
to the advance. "Though the Churchill gun tanks and
bridge-layers managed to keep well up with the leading inf,
the Flails and Crocodiles were immediately bogged dmvn
after crossing the start line, added to which, the Div axis
from the vlcinity\of Groesbeek to the forest, soon showed
signs of giving wa-y." (Ibid.; LeO. Reports, 30 Corps,
8 Feb). -

60. 51 (H) Div advanced on a one-brigade front on
the right end of the line with the intention of clearing
the western tip of the Reichswald and opening a route from
Mook and Gennep to Goch. The Highlanders met stiff resis
tance, but by the afternoon had captured their first
objective, the high ground (7952) in the southwestern
corner of the Reich$vald, and were swinging on to the Mook
Gennep road to the southeast. Mines and machine-gun fire
were encountered but there was little onemy shelling; by
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the division had taken 150 prisoners and were still
forward. (Ibid. ) .. ~

61. 3 Cdn Inf.Dlv 1 s role was somewhat different
from that of the other divisions. Its H-Hour was not until
the evening, six and a half hours later than the others, its
front between the Nijmegen-Cleve highway and the river was
considerably wider, and the ground over which it had to
advance was practically covered with water. Earlier in
the winter the Germans had breached the dyke between the
Waal and these low fields and now a sudden rise in the
level of the river had flooded the whole area. So high
had the water risen that the Quer Dam, which ran northeast
from the highway about a mile and a half above Wyler and
which had been greatly weakened by digging, gave way and
allowed the flood to extend as far east as the Siegfried
defences. Thus the efficaoy of the enemy anti-tank
ditches , wire and mines were largely lost, the Canadians
being able to float over them in their amphibians; of which
114 Buffaloes and 50 Weasels from 79 Armd Div were on band.
As the flooding came only a few days before the battle
opened, it was necessary to make many extensive last
minute changes in the plans which had been made for" opera-
ting with tan~s on a hard surface. (AEF 45/3 Cdn Inf Div~/F and
C/I: Retort on ~ "Veritable" by Hist Offr, and Op Order
and amen ent of F<i'045) • .

62. The Divisionis task was to occupy the low-lying
country up to the 11ne of the railway running northeast
from Cleve to Griethausen. The attack was made on a two
brigade front with 7 Cdn Inf Bde on the right and 8 Cdn Inf
Bde on the left." The former brigade secured the Quer Dam
with little opposition and by ,2JOO hours, Regina Rif had
advanced as far as Zyfflich (7859) north of Wyler and taken
100 prisoners at the cost of a few casualties. I C. Scot &
took over the lead about midnight and attacked towards Niel
(8160) in Buffaloes. The town wa~ taken by morning des
pite opposition in which the battalion commander was
wounded. 8 Cdn Int Bde , in the face of rather more
opposition, occupied the Zanpol Dyke , which extended north
east f'rom the Quer Dam, and entered the villages of Zanpol
(8062) and Leuth (8061), immediately southeast of the bend
In the river. The advance was diff'icult and in places
troops had to wade through water three feet deep. (Ibid.;
AEF 45/7 Cdn Inf Bde/C/D: Report on Op "Veritable").-

63. A notable feature of the divisioniS advance was
the tremendous smoke screen laid by four smoko companies
under Army co~~d. Since the sector was dominated by high
ground on the other side of the Rhine, a continuous smoke
screen was laid along the south bank. By the end of the
operation a continuous line of smoke belched from some
85 , 000 generators which had been laid for a distance of
30,000 yards. 400,000 gallons of fog oil and 40,000 .
gallons of derv were used to produce the screen which was
considered "a contributing f'actor in the success of the
operation. Formations wero more than satisfied. 11 (AEF
45/First Cdn Army/C/F: Repor~ on Smoke Screens).

64. By midnight 8/9 Feb, the five assault divisions
had all entered Germany, carried their objectives, taken
over 1,200 prisoners and destroyed or decimated five of' the
eight enemy battalions engaged. Allied casualties had been
light but the effect of flooding was serious for the water
level ~n the left flank had risen oighteen inches during
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the day and the Nijmegen-Cleve highway on its dyke was in
jeopardy. (21 Army Gp Report, para 66). Discussing the
enemy reaction, General Crerar points out that the resistance
offered by their dazed and shaken troops llproved to be a
lesser handicap than the appalling conditions of the groW'ldll

•

It was evident, he adds, that while the Germans had appreciated
that concentrations for an attack had been taking place, they
lIhad failed to anticipate at least its timing. A considerable
measure of tactical surprise had been achieved. II (Gen Crerar I s
Despatch, 5 Apr 451.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BATTLE

65. On the following day the rain started. 2 Cdn Inf
Dlv having completed its task, the four divisions now left
in the battle continued to advance against light opposition,
but the going through the water-logged fields and narrow rides
of the forest was heavy and progress limited. It became
increasingly apparent that the main problems of the operation
would be those of deployment and supply. {Personal DiarYjMajor W.E.C. Harrison~ Hlst Offr, First Cdn Army, Feb 45 •

66. On the left flank, 3 Cdn Inf Div continued its
amphibious operations, with 8 Cen In! Bde entering Millingen
(8364) and reaching the baw{ of the Rhine and 7 Cdn Inf Bde
occupying Mehr (8458) a few miles northwest of Kranenburg.
The rising flood, however, caused further difficulties, for
the brigades already on their objectives were now virtually
cut off and for the greater part, only able to maintain
their positions by keeping to the tops of the dykes. (Report
of Hist Offr~Cdn Inf _DiYl.

67. Farther south 15 (S) Div advanced to pierce the
Siegfried Line between Kranenburg and Nutterden. which Village
having been occupied and 250 prisoners taken, elements of the
division advanced into the Forest to take the Materborn feature
on the southwestern outskirts of Cleve. Patrols of 15 Reece
Regt, however, were held up by stubborn enemy resistance and
prevented from entering the town. (Ibid.; L.C. R;rorts,
30 Corps, 9 Feb 45; 21 Army G~Report, paras 68- ).

68. MeanWhile, 53 (W) Div had made good progress into
the Reichswald and occupied th9 high ground southwest of
Materborn. But the divisional ax~s gave way completely and
had to be closed for repair, all the divisional traffic being
diverted to the already ovp.r-burdened axis of 15 (5) Div.
The problem was further complicated by flooding on the highway
from N~jmegen to Cleve. (!bid.).

69. On the right flank 51 (H) Div met somewhat
stiffer resistance, but occupied some high ground (7550)
immediately west of the Reichswald, made progress along the
southern fringe of the forest, to a point (827507) about a
mile north of Hekkens, and cut the Mook-Gennep road (at
764489) to the south. Total prisoners on the Corpsl front
for the day were. 2,500 as against 500 casualties of our own.
(Ibid..!.) •

70. Weather curtAiled tha air support for the second
day's operations. Good USe was made of the available hours,
however, and several successful sorties were made against
enemy communications north and east of the Rhine. The
headquarters of 1 Para Army (A.1363) was among the targets
successfully engagod. Closer to the front the Villages of
Till (E.9752), Calcar (A.0099) and Moyland (E.9652) were
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att~cked through hccvy cloud but no results were observed.
Only three enemy aircraft ~orc sighted in the air throughout
the day. (First Cdn Army Int Summary, 9 Feb 45).

71. Tho enomy was in an
on~ of tho battalions of 84 Div
or fully cO~Ditted in action.
be gan to app 0 ar dur ing the day,
indicated that further rCSJrves
the south and the west.

unhappy situation. All but
Gr.oup wore either decimated
As expected, 7'Par~ Div
while aerinl rccorLiaissanco
wore being brought up from

Once the battle was joined, it became obvious that
the control of First Para Army no longer rested
solely with Schlomm. Berlin had taken an interest
in tho matter, and Schlemm merely became a
receptacle for tho passing of orders. The Reiche
wald battle from that time on was to become for
Schlemm a nightmaro of excuses, entroaties and
explanations. His first indication that he did
not have a free hand came with th~ order that
under no circumstances was any land between the Maas
and the Rhine to be given up without the permission
of Rundstedt, who would first ask Hitler. This
prohibition on his freedom of movoment considerably
restricted Schlemm's olnns. He realized that if the
Allios once captured the west bank of the Rhine, his
camp leta army would be trapped. His ovm plan was to
build a series of lines facing north, between the
Maas and the Rhine, and retire slowly from position
to position exacting as heavy a price as possible
for every loss of ground. These tactics were not
permitted, however, and 86 Corps was ordered to
stand where it was and not yield an inch. As a
result the rritish troops broke through vital
positions time after time, forcing Schlemm to make
a hasty adjustment to the ne~ situation. In nddition
a detailed explanation for each withdrawal had to be
sent back.

(Special Interrogation Report: Gen Alfred Schlemm).

72. The third day's operations generally were rather
disappointing owing to the very bad condition of the gOing,
now aggravated by mor~ rain and strong winds, and to
atiffening opposition around Cleve. On the right 51 (H) Div,
continuing to advance against tair,ly heavy resistance,
occupied Ottersum (788465) and Zelderheide (813472) on the
road between the strongly defended positions of Hekkw.ns and
Gannep. Patrols closed the gap between the Highlanders and
53 (wj Div which spent the day 'mopping up' on the high
ground in the western part of the Forest. 15 (S) Div
continued to meot strong resistanco at Cleve and were only
able to start clearing the tovm by midnight 10/11 Feb.
Earlier in the day reconnaissance elements reached the
Cleve-Goch road, only to be held up by enemy self-propelled
guns (at 899534). (21 P~my 00 Report, paras 72-74; L.O.
Reports, 30 Corps, 10 Feb). . ---

73. During the night 9/10 F'eb, elements of 4:5 Inf
Div, which had been concentrated at Nijmegen, began to pass
through 15 (S) Div south of Cleve with the intention of
capturtng Goch) Udem and ~eeze. They were held up, howover,
by confused and bitter fighting. In the lead, 129 Inf Bde
Gp, within a mile southwest of Cleve, ran into heavy
opposition, Q.!ld, being .forced into 1eaguarw1th all-round

\
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protection, fought all day and through the following night.
The situation was frequentl~ tense. The second (214 Int)
brigade group and the divisional reconnaissance regiment,
attempting to get out of the forest ~h~r to ~~e south,
were pUlled up 1n front of the village of Materborn, which
the enemy held in strength. Owing to the" appalling condition
of the trackways and the~ghtful congestion of the traffic
of two divisions, the third of the Wessex brigades (130 InfBde)
\Tas ordored to romaln in Nijmogon. _ Seldom hos B. major .,'
battle been waged under such difficulties. (Ibid.).

74. Finally on the watery left flank, where the
flood was still rising, 9 Cdn rnf Bde took the lead, the
forward battalions being carried in Baffaloes. Considerable
opposition was met from a system of trenches and fortified
houses at Rindern (8858) less than two miles north of Cleve,
where S.D. &: . G. Highrs were counter-attacked by paratroops.
an the left, H.L.I. of C. ran into opposition at Duffelward
(8760). By the end of the day the brigade held a line some
500 yards short of the Spoy Canal. !Ibid.; Report of Hist
Offr, 3 Cdn Inf Div). ----

75. Advantage was taken of a short spell of fine
weather to continue air activity against enemy targets
immediately behind the fighting front, while on the other
side of the Rhine numerous attacks were made on ene~ com
munications. Qp~y three enemy aircraft were seen 1n the
Army area during the day. (First Cdn Army Int Summary,
10 Feb).

THE ATTACK SLOWS DOWN

76. The tempo of the attack slowed down during the
next four days (11-14 Feb), but despite continuing bad
weather the first phase of the operation was almost comp~~

Following a successful night crossing of the Niers, 51 (H)
Div took the enemylg defences in the rear and captured Gennep
early on 11 Feb. The Highlanders then advanced several miles
along the highway to the south. On the same day the
division also finally captured Hekkens after heavy fighting,
and, operating in the southern part of the forest, crossed
the Hekkens-Cleve road (reaching 849486). On 12 Feb, patrols
reached the Niers opposite Kessel (8446) southwest of Hekkens
and next day made contact in the forest with 53 (W) Div.
an the night 13/14 Feb a fairly heavy counter-attack south
of Gennep failed to make any penetration, and next day the
Highlanders were in Hommersurn (8244) on the frontier three
miles southeast of Gennep, and succeeded in crossing the
Niers in the vicinity of Kessel. (21 Army Gp Report, paras
77 and 80-84; L.O. Reports, 30 Co!P~, 11=13 Feb; AEF 45/
First Cdn Army/c/H: Army'sitrep 151730, and iC/G: Army
Traces for 11-14 Feb).

77. In the face of extremely difficult conditions
and sporadic but sometimes fierce opposition, 53 (W) Dlv
s~ceeded in clearing most of the enemy remaining in the
forest and reached the eastern fringe (905502) on 12 Feb.
Northeast of the forest 43 Div began their drive south and
southeast !'rom Cleve. towards Goch and Udern. Materborn was
finally taken on the afternoon of 11 Feb in a set-piece
attack with heavy fighting, and the Village of Hau (9152)
entered that night. One battalion reached the railway west
of Bedburg (9352) early on the following morning and by
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afternoon that place was also taken. The divisional
reconnaissance regiment penetrating south of Hau (to
910509) were within half a mile of the forward troops of
53 (W) Div on 12 Feb. That afternoon the two divisions
were counter-attack~d by tanks and infantry from four
battalions of 15 pz Gren and 116 pz Diva. These attacks,
the main enemy effort to date, were repulsed with fairly
heavy losses to both sides. By the evening of 13 Feb
elements of 43 Div were in the vicinity of the northeast
corner of Forst Cleve on the road to Udem. During the day
enemy troops on their right flank in the Forest were
successfully attacked by an air and artillery bombardment.
On the following day the division was ·strongly but un
successfully counter-attacked and inflicted heavy casualties
on the enemy. (Ibid.).

78. Meanwhile, 15 (S) Div completed the clearing of
Cleve on 11 Feb, following a half-hearted counter-attack
which involved the &trrender of 179 dejected paratroopers,
including five officers. The Scots handed over the town
to the Canadians on the following day and sent a brigade
group southeast towards Calcar. Progress was slow but by
13 Feb they were firmly established in Hasselt (9453) three
miles beyond Cleve. (Ibid.; and First Cdn Army Int Summary,
11 Feb). ----

79. On the left, by 11 Feb, 3 Cdn Inf Div reached
the Spoy Canal, with patrols on the Cleve-Griethausen rail
way, the final objective of Phase I. 9 Cdn Inf Bde cap
tured Griethausen (9159) just northeast of C1eve~ On 14 Feb,
under cover of a smoke screen and artillery flre,elements
crossed the Alter Rhein in Buffaloes and seized control of
the ferry crossing at Hurendeich (9659) opposite Emmerich.
At the same time 7 Cdn Reece Regt occupied Huisberden (9655)
several miles to the south without opposition. 8 Cdn Inf
Bde guarded the south bank of the Rhine. By the morning of
14 Feb the clearance of the Reichswald was reported complete.
(Ibid.; ~ort of Hi st Offr, 3 Cdn Ind Div: AEF 45/9 Cdn Inf
BCIe7lr/D' epot'rono'pe!,_atTO~J:e''l-.-

80. Despite the broken weather, the Tactical Air
Force kept up its support with vigour and variety. Though
air activity was initially impossible on 12 Feb, on the other
days considerable success was achieved in attacks against
enemy transport on road and rail. The towns of Kevelaer
(9632), Sonsbeck (0535) and Hassum (8543) were all attacked
to create "choke points ll in the enemy: s communications
immediately behind the battlefront. "Winklingll was revived,
and enemy positions were under constant fire from this form
or controlled air attack. (First Cdn Army Int Summary, 12 and
13 Feb). The climax came on 14 Feb, the first fine day in
the last six, compared by observers to those great days of the
previous year when the Germans were caught in the Trun gap.
In an area of not more than three hundred square miles there
were over eight hundred fighter-bomber attacks. Between the
rivers from Emmerich in the north to Krefeld in the south,
through the hours or daylight a continuous stream of aircraft
left nothing of the enemy safe upon the ground. (Ibid.,
14 Feb 45). - ----

81. \Vhile 84 Group concentrated on the battle area,
83 Group flew nearly nine hundred sorties over the nearer and
farther approachEls of the Germen system of conummicati·ons. Of
locomotives the tuo Groups claimed to have destroyed 25 and
to have dama:ged 122, of railway vagons 79 and 601, of motor
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vehicles 134 and 274. The destruction of the WeBel road
~rldge made it necessa~ for the enemy to go still farther
south in order to cross the river. His retaliation in the
air was almost negligible. (Ibid., 14-15 Feb 45).

82. Meanwhile, on his front along the Roar the enemy
succeeded in holding up the offensive by Ninth,US
Army by destroying the flood gate of the
Schammenauel dam. It appeared not to be his
intention to demolish the dams completely nor to
allow an uncontrollable tide to sweep down the Roar
Valley, but rather to conserve and maintain the
flood level over a comparatively long period ~f time.
The effects of this action soon made themselves felt
on the front of First Canadian Army. By thus l1m1~g

his immediate risks to the south, von Rundstedt was
able for the time being to, concentrate upon the opera
tions developing on his north-eastern flank •

. (Gen, Crerar's Despatch, 5 Apr 45).

83.
fied

That General Schlemm's apprehensions were justi-
was now painfully apparent to the German high command:

With the increase of pressure from the forces under
Canadian Army reSUlting in the piercing of the Sieg
fried Line. and the capture of Cleve E 95 and Gennep
E 74, it was obvious that further reserves were needed.
On the 10 Feb 16 Para Regt of 6 Para Div, which
apparent11 had been one of SChlamm's reserves since
early February, had been thrown in in front of Cleve
but had not succeeded in preventing the loss of the
town. The realization that all of 30 British Corps
was now against them convinced Army Group this was not
merely a holding action. As a result Schlemm was
given 47 Panzer Corps, with its two armoured divisions,
on the 12 Feb 45. This Corps took over from th~·

Niers River to the Rhine and their first task was to
recapture Cleve. Schlemm says he gave this order with
his tongue in his cheek realizing that von Lutwitz
with the forces available would be hardly likely to
succeed in pUlling this off. Chiefly the attack was
designed to provide more time for the building of
defenses south of the Reichswald which were soon to
be most urgently needed. 86 Corps, responsible for
the remainder of the Army front to the Maas, was merely
to hold their positions and prevent an encirclement
directed south-east. Permission was given to Straube
of 86 Corps to fall back from time to time as the
circumstances warranted. These withdrawals, of course,
could on]~ taka place with the consent of higher .
authority. Schlemm was not happy about Straube whom
he described as "1angweilig" (a bore). He was anxious
to get 2 Para Corps up into the battle, particularly
because he valued the ability of its commander, Eugen
Meindl, but this was not permitted at this stage.

In additlon' to 16 Paro.' Ragt',' ,7, Para lJiv',' 1:; Panzor
Grenadier Division and 116 Panzer Division as rein
forcements, SChlemrn had also committed 655 Anti-tank
Battalion with about 25 equipments of 7.5 cm or 8.8
cm calibre, two of his reserve parachute battalions
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called Hutz and Krahs and two battalions of 346 Inf
Div. These latter had come from Western Holland, and
although Schlemm tried to get the complete division
this' force was all that was allotted to him. About
the 13 Feb, 84 Inf Div which had received an intensive
pummelling, was pulled out of the line for four days
to. be rested and reorganized and given some 700
reinforcements that Schlemm had been sent .••

(Special Interrogation Report: Gen Alfred Schlemm).

ENTRY OF 2 CDN CORPS

84. With the forces under General Crerar's command
standing well ahead of the first phase line, Gennep
Asperden-Cleve, on their right mnd left flanks, the time had
come to bring 2 Cdn Corps into the battle. In the view of
Lt-General Simonds the best possibility for its employment
would have been in a surprise crossing of the Rhine west of.
Arnhem where the Germans were now very weak. Following an
amphibious crossing of the river the Corps would then work
up the right bank parallel to 30 Corps. But the Army
'Commander ruled ,out the plan, indicating that the main
effort of the Army Group must be to clear the country between
the rivers south of Cleve. (AEF 45/2 Cdn Corps/ClIo
Appreciation b~ cor}s Commander, 14 Feb; W.D., G.S., H.Q.
2 Cdn Corps, 1 Feb. It haa been necessary to hold the
Corps in reserve in the early stages owing to the congested
approaches, and the difficulty of anticipating the pace
of our advance. It had not been thought possible to
fight both Corps until Goch had been cleared, and the route
from Gennep opened for the use of 30 Corps. The advance
had progressed more slowly than had been hoped; 9 Feb had
been forecast as the best possible date for the completion
of.Phase I, and now Goch still lay in the hands of the
enemy. But on 14 Feb the Army Commander decided to hand
the left sector over to Lt-General Simonds who assumed
responsibility on. the following day with 2 and 3 Cdn Inf Divs.
It was intended that he should project his oper~tions from
Cleve towards Udem and Calcar, but owing to the flooded
condition of the roaus in the northern sector, 30 Corps'
supply routes had to be used jointly by both Corps with
resultant delay. (W.D., G. Ops, First Cdn Army, Feb 45:
Appx 93: A reciation of Take-over b 2 Cdn Cor s 1 Feb;
W.D., G.S., H.Q. 2 Cdn Corps, 1 Feb; a Gen Crerar s
Despatch, ZApr).

85. The road originally opened by 2 Cdn Inf Div'from
Nijmegen to Cleve now being impassable owing to the flooding
between Wyler and Kranenburg, a ferry service with nine
ferries was organized to carry priority traffic across
water sometimes between eight and ten feet in depth. Great
care had to be taken in navigation to avoid hedges, fence
posts and other underwater obstructions. (AEF 45/2 Cdn Inf
Div/RCE/C/D: C.R.E. Account, 8 Feb to 12 Mar).

86. At the same time 52 (L) Div came under command of
30 Corps from Second Brit Army, took over the ~ight sector
of 51 (H) Div's front, and w~s directed towards Weeze (9337)
while 51 (H) Div, fol~owing the capture of Asperden (16 Feb),
w~s to attack Goch, if required, from the northeast. 53 (W)
Div was ordered into reserve while 43 Div was to capture the
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high ground dominating Goch :from the north. 15 (S) Div,
which was :fighting towards Moyland (9651) more than hal:f
way from Cleve to Calcar, was ordered to form a firm base
for the operations of 2 Cdn Corps. The division was then
to advance south through 43 Div and capture Goch. :3 Cdn
Int Div was to initiate these operations on 16 Feb, but on
the following day it was to -side-step on the Cleve-Udem
axis, while 2 Cdn Int Div was to carryon the attack towards
Calcar. (AEF 45/30 Corps/ClIo Dra:ft o:f 30 Corps Op Instr 48,
15 Feb 45)'.

87. A:fter taking over the :flank o:f the Maas, 52 (L)
Div advanced several miles down the Gennep-Venlo highway
and captured the village 01, A:f:ferden (8038) during the
night 16/17 Feb. Conditions here were similar to those
racine the "Water Rats" of':3 Cdn Div along the Rhine, but
since, unlike the Canadians, the Lowland Division was not
equipped with amphibians, further advance for the time
being was impossible. To the north 32 Gds Bda, recently
under command of 51 (H) Div from Gds Armd Div, captured
several villages south of the Niers and some four miles east
of Goch on 16 and 17 Feb. Meanwhile, the engineers of 51
(H) Div, who had been slowed up by heavy shelling, mortaring
and fog, completed a bridge across the Niers at Kessel by
1100 hours on 16 Feb. Work was also progressing on the still
more important task of bridging the Maas at Gennep. It was
hoped to have this crossing open for traffic by 18 Feb, but
the speed and height o:f the river at that time delayed its
use a further two days. Owing to the flood conditions along
the banks this bridge reached the~emendous length o:f over
:four thousand :feet. (21 Army Gp Report, paras 91, 92 and
176; Army Traces, 15-17 Feb; t:O~eports, 30 Corps, 16-17
Feb) •

88. Beyond the Reichswald the enemy continued to put
up a more tenacious opposition. Southeast of the forest 53
(W) Div :finally captured the s1te o:f the strongly de:fended
Asper Bridge (888466) on 16 Feb a:fter two day~' and three
nlghts t hard fighting. To the northeast of the forest, on
the Cleve-Calcar axis, 15 (8) Div was temporarily withdrawn
to rest on 15 Feb, leaving one brigade under command of 3 Cdn
In:f Div 1n the Moyland Wood. (Ibid. ).

89. In the centre and to the east of the Reichswald
43 Div continued to make slow but steady progress. On 14 Feb
the division beat off strong counter-attacks intended to
recapture the Eselsberg :feature (9351) southeast o:f Bedburg
and on the :following two days 130 rn:r Bde, advanc1ng still
:farther to the south, was heavily opposed while attacking high
ground of tactical importance east of the Forest of Cleve.
This objective was eventually occupied, and in the afternoon
of 16 Feb 214 In:f Bde passed through to :fight bitterly :for
further objectives and to take more than 1,000 prisoners. On
17 Feb the brigade continued its advance and captured an
escarpment less than two miles northeast of Goch, still
~rccly opposed. The enemy now withdrew from the Forest of
Cleve which was completely outflanked. During the advance a
carefully coordinated fire plan had prevented the Germans
there from causing trouble. ,

This advance :from North to South by 43 In:f Div had
very considerable ef'fect on the final outcome of the
"Veritable ll operation. They had advanced against
sustained and heavy opposition some 10 milas with both
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flanks largely open to the enemy. They had
successfully rolled up the German lay-back position
and secured vital high ground necessary as a pre
liminary to the assaul~ on tne Goch bastion. They
captured some 2,300 prisoners during this operation.

(21 Army'Gp Report, para 91).
,

90. Vfuen 3 Cdn Inf Div reverted to the command of
2 Cdn Corps at midday on 15 Feb, its three brigades were
widely dispersed. The bulk of 8 Cdn Inf Bde was guarding
the Rhenish flank, with a reserve held back at Nijrnegen;
9 Cdn Inf Bde were along the Kalflach Canal south of Emmerich
and in the villages of Kellen and Grlethausen - keeping above
water as best they could; 7 Cdn Inr Bda were concentrated at
Cleve where they had taken over from 15 (S) Div. 46 (S) Bde,
temporarily under command of 3 Cdn Ind Div, was engaged in
clearing Mayland Wood. This was a long narrow strip of wood
land, composed mostly of trees too small to prevent the use
of tanks, and covering an escarpment which ran for several
miles south of and parallel to the Cleve-Calcar road, and
about half way between the two towns. By 16 Feb the Scottish
Brigade had won the north-western half, but further progress
was prevented by continuous counter-attacks launched by two
German battalions which were defending the area most
strenuously. (ReRort of Rist Offr, 3 Cdn Inf Div; AEF 45/7
Cdn Inf Bde/c/D: Nomorandum of Interviews). 7 Cdn Inf Bde
was ordered to support this operation by attacking south of
the wood early the same afternoon. Ensuing actions fought
out in the course of three successive days failed to dislodge
the defenders. liRe si stance from the enemy never slackene.!!.
Counter-attacks, mortar, artillery fire and snipers prevented
any further forward 1110v.omont. 11 (Ibid.) .

91. Meanwhile, 2 Cdn Inf Div was moving up f'rom
Nijmegen, and since large-scale movement was impossible along
the northern route, it was necessary to bring the division
round by the Mook~Gennep-Hekkensroad and through the Reichs
wald in order to reach an assembly area south and east of
Cleve. That this meant crossing the supply lines of' all
the formations under command of 30 Corps at a time when most
of thOM were heavily engaged north and west of Goch, is
indicative of the difficulties involved. (ARP 45/2 Cdn Inf
Div/C/F: Weekly Summaries of Cps, 11-17 and 18-24 Feb).

92. On 19 Feb a three-way shuffle began. 2 Cdn Inf
. Div directed 4 Cdn Inf Bde to pass through 7 Cdn Inf Bde

which was still fighting in a north-easterly direction towards
Moyland, and to attack southeast towards the Goch-Calcar road.
To the northwest, 5 Cdn Inf Bde began to relieve 46 (S) Bde
in the Moyland Wood and along the Cleve-Calcar road. 6 Cdn .
Inf Bde remained in reserve near Bedburg (9352). (Ibid.;
L.O. Reports, 2 Cdn Corps, 18-19 Feb; AEF 45/2 Cdo corps/C/I:
Infentions, 17-20 Feb). 7 Cdn Inf Bde remained in the
MoYlanq Wood area while 9 Cdn Inf Bde was brOUght south to
relieve 130 Int Bda of 43 lnt Div on the Cleve-Udem road.
Thus four brigades from 2 and 3 Cdn Inf Divs were completely
interlocked. 130 Int Bde was to cross over from west of
Cleve to the water-logged left flank, between 20 and 22 Feb
in order to enable 8 Cdo Inf Bde to replace 6 Cdn Tnf Bde in
the Bedburg area. The inter-corps boundary was changed to
run along the northern edge of the Reichswald, thrOUgh Mater
born across the Cleve-Goch road near Hau and then southeast
leaving. the Cleve-Bedburg-Udem road entirely to 2 Cdn Corps:
(Ibid.; Army Tr~ce, 19 Feb).
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93. 4 Cdn In! Bdo's fight for the Goch-Calcar road
was one of the most intense local actions 'of the whole opera
tton. The final objectives were a few hundred yards from the
road and several miles southwest of Calcar. The attack was
to be made with R.H.L.I. on the left and Essex Scot on the
right advancing in Kangaroos and supported by 10 Cdn Armd
Regt and Tor Scot R. (M.G.). A barrage was fired by guns
of ten field and six medium regiments lifting at; tank pace,
while the remaining guns and the 4.2-inch mortars of Tor
Scot R. (M.G.) engaged known eneMy positions on the high
ground to the left and immediately in front of the attacking
troops.

94. The attack went in at noon on 19 Feb and began
well. Rain the previous night had further softened the
already soggy ground, however, and some of the tanks and
Kangaroos soon bo ged do\Yn. (AEF 45/4 Cdn Inf Bde/C/D:
Account by Brig. F:N. Cabeldu, "The str:sfe for the Goch
c;arcar Road. It). ---gy 1530 hours, desp! e he mud and the
enemy1s strong anti-tank defences, both battalions had
battled through positions held by fresh paratroops backed
up by elements .of Panzer Lehr Division to vrlthin two hundred
yards of their objective. (Ibid.). The enemy then began a
series of furious counter-at~s which isolated and over-
ran the forward companies and penetrated as far aa the head
quarters of both Essex Scot and R.H.L.I. (Ibid.; 2 C~~ In!
Div, SUMmary of Cps, 18-24 Feb). During tne-ensuing night
the brigade was reinforced by Cameron a of C. and the Corps
Commander instructed the brigadier to "crack hard with.
artillery and everything that can be brOUght to bear ll to put
the enemy out again. A counter-attack ,by R.Regt C. supported
by guns and tanks succeeded in restoring the situation.

95. The success of 4 Cdn Int Bde in crossL'1g the
Calcar-Goch road greatly improved the position of 7 ~dn In!
Bde which was still struggling in the Moyland Wood, and on
21 Feb a finnl attempt was made to drive the enemy out. The
divisional artillery, 4.2-i.nch mortars, anti-tank guns, and
machine-guns saturated the enemy positions and 84 Group,
R A.F., made use of the fair weather after a week of fog and
rain to attack machine-gun and mortar positions, and seal
off approach and escape routes. R. Wpg Hif, supported by
tanks and flame throwers, attackedEt:1JOO hours, reached their
objectives but suffored heavily from German artillery and
mortar fire, their sup,porting tanks being frustrated by mines.
Thereupon the enemy counter-attacked and only after a great
loss of men was· the position held and consolidated. It had
taken a week's hard fighting to clear the Moyland Woods and
open the way to Calcar. (Ibid.).

96. During the battle the grouping of the brigades
in 2 and 3 Cdn Inf Divs was most involved but on 22 Feb they
were shifted to bring the two divisions alongside one another,
each on a brigade front. 130 Inf Bde of 43 Div relieved 8 Cdn'
Inf Bde and on 24 Feb 1?9 In! Bde took over from 5 Cdn In! Ede.
(2 Cdn Inf Div Summary of Ops, 18-24 Feb; Report of Hist Offr,
3 Cdn In! Div).

97. 3 Cdn Inf Div was brought together again on
22 Feb when 8 Cdn In! Bde arrived in the vicinity of Bedburg
after being relieved by 43 Div. (Report of Hist Offr, 3 Cdn
Inf Div). Operation "Veritable ll was now virtually concluded
on 2COn Corps' front but the final objectives had not yet
been renched. It was decided, about 19 Feb, to plan and
launch a separate operation (to be knovm as tlBlockbuster ll )
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to coincide with the third phase of the original plan.

THE CAPTURE OF GOCH
\

98. While the Canadians had been fighting towards
Calcar, the British were fully engaged in the battle for
Goch, a bulwark defended by elements of three divisions as
wel~ as a normal garrison. Two anti-tank ditches forming
part of the defence works were reinforced by the obstacle of
the Niera. To take the town, 30 Corps attacked \rlth elemen~

of two divisions supported by two more. (21 Army Gp Report,
para 98).

99. During the night 17/18 Feb, 214 In! Bde of 43
In! Div had succeeded in making six gaps in the anti-tank
ditch to the northeast and in crossing the road to Calcar.
Opposition to their further advance was f1erceand under
orders they did not attempt to capture the town. On the same
night patrols of 53 (W) Div, advancing south along the east
bank of the Niers reached a factory (910445) in the northern
outskirts. On the afternoon of the following day, 18 Feb,
44 In! Bde of 15 (8) Div, attacking from the northwest,
reached the Niers and captured a bridge across it (at 904441).
By midnight they also had entered tho northern outskirts and
despite heavy opposition from machine-gun emplacements, had
erected a bridge across the anti-tank ditch (at 915443). At
the same time 51 (H) Div made good progress in their sector
and got a fasa1ne bridge over anothor anti-tank ditch in the
way of their a~vance (at 901444). Early the following
morning, the forward brigades of 53 (W) Div moved south to
clear up the northern outskirts of the town between the Niers
and the railwa~, thus protecting 15 (S) Div'S right flank.

100. During 19 Feb, 15 (8) Div cleaned up the northern
part of the tovm and by nightfall were firmly established in
the area north and east of the river. They had taken six
hundred prisoners and made contact with 51 (H) Div at the
one remaining bridge (904441). For the next three days,
however, confused fighting continued in the southern half of
the town and in the country to the south and west. Although
the Highlanders had captured the garrison commander and his
staff on the second day, the enemy fought a bitter house-to
houae battle, supported strongly b1 artillery and mortars.
51 (H) Div finally stifled the opposition by the evening of
21 Feb. (Ibid.: para 99; L.O. Reeo~ts, 30 C~s, 18-22 Feb;
First Cdn Army 8itreps, l8~2 Feb).

101. On the Maas sector 52 (L) Div slowly cleared the
woode~area around Afferden but their attempts to break out
to the south were foiled by the floods and by stro~

opposition. In the gap between 52 (L) Div and 51 (H) Div,
3G Gds Bde fOUght a hard action on 21 Feb in an effort to
straighten out the line between Afferden and Goch, but very
heavy Shelling, mortaring, mach1no-gun firo and the bad state
of the ground prevented most of tho supporting armour from
getting forward. Tho attacking troops were finally forced
to withdraw. (21 Army Gp Report, para lOC; L.O. Reports
18-22 Feb).

102. FollOWing the caryture of Goch, 53 (W) Div were
wlthdravffi to rest and refit. Meanwhile J 43 Div had been
working eastwards along the Goch-Calcar rQad where they linked
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up on 20 Feb with 3 Cdn Inf Div. Relieved in this sector by
15 (8) Div, they returned to the Cleve area where they came
under command of 2 Cdn Corps on 22 Feb and eventually took
over the Corps' left flank. 15 (S) Div continued to advance
south towards Weeze (9337) and southeast towards Udem (9842),
tovms respectively four and five,miles south and east of
Goch. (Ibid.).

103. The main drive towards Weeze, however, was entruSOOd
to 53 (W) Div which advanced astride the highway running south
from Goch. The attack was launched on 24 Feb supported by
all available artillery, 8 Arrnd Bda and selections from the
assault vehicles of 79 Armd Div. Though the enemy resisted
strongly, by the arternoon the leading troops were about
half a mile north of the town. The Germanathen put in a
succession of counter-attacks causing us heavy losses in
tanks. The business of clearing the woods west of the town
went on and some three hundred prisoners were taken, but
since it was obvious that the main objective could not be
carried without further heavy fighting and all the artillery
of 30 Corps was required by 2 Corps for the forthcoming
assault upon the defences of the Hochwald, our immediate
designs on Weoze were put aside. (21 Army Gp Report,
para lOB). ---

104. Meanwhile 15 (S) Div which had been protecting
the left flank of 53 (W) Div was relieved by 3 (Brit) Inf
Div, and Gds Armd Div took over the northern part of the
sector up to the Corps boundary. Towards the Mass, 51 (H)
Div carried out some successful small-scale operations with
the intention of linking up with 52 (L) Div on their right
and 53 (W) Div on their left. (Ibid.: para 107).

THE OFFENSIVE OF NINTH U.S. AR~rr OPENS

105. The most exciting news between the fall of Goch
and the opening of our attack on the Hochwald came from Ninth
U.S. Army which on 23 Feb began the long-deferred, converging
offensive north-eastwards across the Roer. As the enemy had
been forced to denude this front to meet the menace in the
Reichswald, there was little opposition to the establishment
of the bridgehead, which was prepared by an artillery bombard
ment lasting only forty-five minutes. This great event,
which had so powerrul a bearing on our fortunes in the hard
battles between the rivers, was the occasion of the follOWing
personal message from the Commander of 30 Brit Corps to all
the troops under his command.

You have now successfully completed the first part
of your task. You have taken apprOXimately 12,QOO
prisoners of war and killed large numbers of
Germans. You have broken through the Siegfried
Line and dravm on to yourselvos the bulk of the
German reserves in the West. A strong US offensive
was launched over the Roer at 0330 hours this D0I11hJg
(23 Feb) against positions which, thanks to your
offorts, are lightly held by tho Germans. our
offensive has made the situation most favourable
for our Allies and greatly increased their prospects
of success. Thank you for what you have done so welh
If we continue our efforts for a few more days the
German front is bound to crack.
(Ibid.: para Ill; Personal Diary, Mai W.E.C.
Harrison, 23 Feb). - ---
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106.
appreciated

The unhappiness of the
by our IntellIgence:

enemy' ~ s1 tuati6n was thus

The arrival of even part of Panzer Lehr Division is
the best indication yet received of the gravity of
the enemy situation in the present battle. It is
also a measure of the value attached to the high
ground between Udem and Calcar •.•

Surpri sod by the timing and weight and succe·ss of
our initial attack, the enemy has been bringing up
literally every formation he could seize on. These
havo been flung into battle- on arrival. Many of them
have quickly wasted away. His assets have been tho
number of battalions he has felt free to commit, .the
desperate determination of many of his troops, his
tenacity in maintaining a line and plugging any holes
in it, his gradual increase in hea~J weapons, the bad
flying weather and his apparently satisfactory local
administrative picture. His liabilities have been
the lack of training of many of his troops and for
mations, the disorder of his channels of command, the
wasting away of 41s battalions in vain or costly
counter attacks, and his delay in delivering new
formations to the front.

But the greatest adverse feature of his position is
the wealmess he is creating to the South. Cologne
and D~sseldorf arc greater prizes than Calcar and
Udem, and the RQ~r of more value than the Hochwald.
Opposite the Cologne p~, too, our potential force
far exceeds what can be maintained by the waterways
of the Reichswald.

(First Cdn Army Int Sunnnary, 20 Feb).

107. Though air support during this period was still
restricted by bad weather, the most was made of the occasional
break in the clouds. On 16, 21 and 22 Feb many sorties were
flown against battle targets, the towns immediately behind
the front and th~ enem~ls lines of communication on either
side of the Rhine. Wesel and its railway bridge were especial
targets of R.A.F. Bomber Command and VIII U.S. A.A.F., but
despite two more heavy attacks the bridge still stood. Closer
to the front Typhoons and Spitfires in support of 52 (L) Div
made a spectacular attack on Kastel Blijenbeek, an ancient
fort so strongly built that artillery fire had made little
impression on it. Air attacks on two successive da-ys were
required before it was finally reduced. Only on 21 Feb was,
there any Ger~an Air Force activity. (Ibid., 15-23 Feb;
21 Army .2."e.-.Report, paras 103, 104 and 11"3"T7

CONCLUSION

108. Although HVeritable ll was not completed as qUickly
as had been hoped, it was a successful operation as far as it
went. The infantry divisions engaged J after more th~n a
fortn1ght 1 s hard and prolonged fighting J had performed by
far the most important of their peculiar functions in battle J

haVing attacked, penetrated and broken through an area of
the enemy's main defence. The variables turned against the
attackers from tho start, the superiority of our resources,
including our armour, being thereby reduced and the bonus of
our air support curtailed. the eneMy made good use of the

/consequent
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consequent slowing up or the offensive. This had entailed
much hard fighting and made great demands upon the stamina,
fortitude and endurance of all ranks and of all arms. Losses
were not light. Momentum was kept up, however, practically
to the second phase-line of the original plan t~rough Weeze,
Udem, Calcar and Emmerich. But before this was reached, it
had become obvious that a pause was necessary to mount a
deliberate operation against the very strong rearward
defences which blocked our way to the crossings over the
Rhine.

109. Morale among the troops remained high.

A strong note of resolute effort was apparent
throughout the mail and writers expressed satis
faction at being participants in "total and
final war" against Nazi Germany. The spirit
of troops was evident in the frequently-quoted
slogan: "Conquerors not liberators'!,

With the exception of the minimum numbers of
divisions required to hold the West bank of the
River Meuse from Mook to the inter-army boun
dary with Ninth US Army near Roermond, all the
fighting strength of the Britieh ~~~ iP

,

Complete confidence was shown in the present
offonsive. The going was tough and conditions
were sometimes said'to be "almost Impossible ll •

Writers stated, however, that morale could not
be higher. Signs of war strain were
occasionally seen. Even here, troops were
grimly determined to H SeG it through ll

, and were
convinced that they were dealing the llflnal K.O.".

Writers occasionally stated that they were
encountering good quality troops: for the most
part enGmy forces were felt to be much inferior
to those met in Normandy. Several units re
ferred to the capture of women in sniper1s uni
forms. The unsoldierly appearance of the
Volkssturm was often mentioned. Little pity
was expressed for German civilians. Many
houses were said to be equipped with bomb-proof
cellars and well stocked with food.

I

110.

(21 Army Gro_uE. Cen sor ship Report s) .

It may be added that the disposition of so con
siderable a force under the command of First
Canadian Army was a ~~rther example of the
fleXibility inherent in the arrangements of the
21st Army Group and the Allied Expeditionary
Force as a whole. As o~ previous occasions
throughout the campaign, a vast scheme of
reBTouping was carried out and formations
committed according to the tactical and
strategic requirements of the situation, and
with the maximum of efficienc" loyalty, and
good will among all concerned.

(Gen _Crerar I s Despatch, 5 Apr).

In itself this was a co-operative achievement of great
historical importance.
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,
North West Europe was under General Crerar's
command. In addition, there were the Poles and
other Allied contingents. In all, the ration
strength exceeded 470,000.

The flexibility, cohesion, and unlt¥of the forces
of the Empire was well and tru~ demonstrated in
these arrangements, and speaks volumes for the
advantages which accrue from the policy of unifor
mity in organization, training, and equipment
throughout the Empire. That so great a force was
placed under General Crerar's command, 1n circum
stances of such vital importance, was a great
tribute to him as a commander.

(AEF 45/First Cdn ArmY/C/F, Docket II: Lecture by
Brig. C.C. Mann).

Ill. General Crerar was fully alive to the implica-
tions of the trust imposed upon him, not excluding a fair
apportionment of credit for the troops under his command
according tp the effort and the sacrifice of battle. To this
end his remarks to the war correspondents on the eve of the
assault were explicit:

••. The requirements placed upon Army Headquarters
and on its thousands of Army Troops had been heavy
and the General believed that the results would
indicate that the tasks allotted had been carried
out with ability, and that the formations would
fight with every conceivable circumstances in their
favour and with every reqUisite of a sound plan
completed in good time. If, Q1 their own observa-
tions. the correspondents were to find this to be
true, he trusted that the1 would give credit to the
Canadian Army staff. services and troops. who
individually and collectively had worked aD hard.
intelligently and effectively.

General Crerar then referred to one of the most
interesting and significant features of the Army's
history during the campaign so far. and which now
had reached a notable climax. While in the past,
owing to the absence of 1st Canadian Corps In Italy,
the First Canadian Army had usually been only about
one-half IICanadianll in its composition. in
"Veritablell, the Canadian proportion taking part
in the initial phase would be nearer to one-quarter
of the total strength. It followed as a matter of
great importance that proper recognition to English.
Scottish and Welsh formations, including the
ubiqitous and unique 79th Armoured Division. to
which we allowed so much, as well as the Canadian
component, should be given within the limits im
posed by security and censor3h1p.

(Personal Diary, MaLW....:E.C.Harrlson, 7 Feb).
-

112. Unfortunately these limits, and those of the
Press itself, were too restricted for General Crerar's care
ful briefing to take effect in the newspapers either in
Britain or Canada. As the General had surmisod. it was
hardly to be expected that the public would be very well in
structed in the technique of grouping formation~, the tactical
employment of corps and armies, nor in the functions of

/cenunand.
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command. That the facts of the situation were rehearsed
in detail twice daily at Canadian Army Headquarters by a
senior staff officer for the benefit of war correspondents
seated before a large-scale battle-map made no difference.
In the United Kingdom there was considerable speculation
as to what hQd happened to Second British Army and some dis
appointment that its soldlors did not appear to such advan
tage in the news as their kinsmen and allies from North
America. As the case was expressed in an ill-informed
leader in the Daily Telegraph of 6 Mar:

There have been many occasions during the war when
the part played by United . ngdom troops in great
events has received less than its fair share of
pUblicity, but in the present victorious assault
on the Rhineland it is suffering something not rar
short of a total blackout. From the daily des
patches it might be supposed that the only troops
engaged in this campaign were Canadians and
Americans ••• but no mention of British troops
occurs at all. Admiration is due in full measure
for the exploits of the Canadians and Americans,
but llFirst Canadian Armyll has become a misleading
title. This Army, as our Military Correspondent
points out in these columns to-day', 1s composed as
to 80 per cent of British and only as to 20 per
cent of Canadian troops, but no official cognisance
has been taken of this fact. To the world at
large a phrase like "the Canadian First Army front l1

naturally conveys the impression that it is composed
exclusively of Canadians.

As the operation was then four weeks old, the information
given out to such "military" correspondents by General Crerar
on 7 Feb and enlarged upon at the morning and evening press
conferences throughout the fighting took an unconscionable
time 1n reaching Fleet Streot. That the heroism of the
Reichswald was inaccurately reported is lamentable; resultant
editorial f.etulanc~ can be fully understood; but the state
ment that lno official cognisance H had been taken is untrue.
A month later the situation was simplified for the reporters
by the arrival of 1 Cdn Corps from Italy. For the closing
phases of the campaign east of the Rhine and west of the
Ijssel, First Cdn Army became for the first time pre
dominantly "Canadianll. Among the fighting men, however,
these matters wore better understood.

113. This report was prepared by Captain J.B. Conacher,
R.C. Sigs, and edited by Lt-Colonel W.E.C.Harrison, O.B.E.,
General Li st.

/ :-. r I . /'",.,:.#
;;.. . ""'.- f"', ) V'\.\,,.f.'),, .(,.1L!fl,..~ __
/' \... (C.P. stacey) Colonel

/ Director Historical Section
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